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REVIEW OF LEAA NARCOTICS FUNDING 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8, IQ77 

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL, 

Washington, D.C. 
The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 

2167, Rayburn flouse Office Building, Washington, D.C., Hon. Peter 
W. Rodino, Jr. (acting chairman) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Lester L. Wolff (chairman), Peter W. 
Rodino, Jr., James R. Mann, Billy Lee Evans, Louis Frey, Jr., Robin 
L. Beard, and Tennyson Guyer. 

Staff prese!1t: Joseph L. Nellis, chief counsel; William G. Law
rence, chief of staff; David Pickens, project officer; Doreen Thomp
son, staff counsel; Howard Wallach, staff counsel; and Charles 
Anderson, staff counsel. 

Mr. RODINO. The committee will come to order. 
Today's hearing has been called by the Select Committee for the 

purpose of reviewing the nature and scope of LEANs funding 
assistance to State and local governments in the area of narcotics 
abuse control. 

Because of my belief that LEAA should become more actively 
involved in the Federal effort to combat the problem of drug abuse, 
I sponsored various drug-related amendments during the Judiciary 
Committee's consideration of the LEAA reauthorization bill last 
year. 

The purpose of these amendments was to insure that LEAA 
placed sufficient emphasis on the problem of drug abuse and that 
State planning agencies in developing their criminal justice plans 
would work closely with the drug treatment and social service 
agencies in their States. One of the amendments was designed to 
require LEAA to conduct drug related research particularly with 
regard to the relationship between drug abuse and crime. 

I am hopeful that in the course of today's hearing we will discuss 
the naure of LEAA's effort to implement these amendments as well 
as the other provisions contained in the Crime Control Act of 1976 
that relate to expenditures for narcotics control. In addition, I am 
hopeful that these hearings will enable us to discuss various policy 
issues such as: 

What role does I,EAA play in the current Federal strategy on 
drug abuse? 

(1) 
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Should LEAA's role in controlling drug abuse be broadened? 
Should LEAA and its research arm, the National Institute on 

Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, engage in behavioral and 
drug treatment research? 

Is there sufficient coordination between LEAA and NIDA with 
regard to the criminal justice system's handling of drug dependent 
offenders? 

What is the current level of LEANs narcotics related assistance 
for both block and discretionary grants? 

Is the 8pending level adequate and if not, is it because State 
planning agencies have deemphasized drug enforcement and treat
ment programs in the development of their State plans? 

These are just some of tbe issues that the Select Committee 
intends to pursue, and I am hopeful that as a result of these 
hearings we on this committee, as well as the Judiciary Committee, 
which has primary jurisdiction in this area, will be able to deter
mine to what extent LEAA expenditures have augmented the 
overall Federal drug abuse effort. 

We are, of course, especially grateful to the Deputy Attorney 
General, to the Administrator of LEAA and to Dr. Bufe for their 
appearance here today, and I am certain that your testimony will 
provide this committee and the Judiciary Committee with a valu
able record on the issues that I have mentioned. 

Before we hear from the Deputy Attorney General, I would ask 
the chairman of the Select Committee on Narcotics and Drug Abuse 
whether he has an opening statement to make? 

Mr. WOLFF. No, Mr. Chairman, I do not. I would just like to thank 
you for your cooperation in this matter. 

I do want to say that, as you have indicated, the primary 
jurisdiction for this matter rests in the Judiciary Committee's 
Subcommittee on Crime, chaired by John Conyers, and tha~ we are 
grateful for the cooperation that we have been extended by the 
Judiciary Committee in these hearings. Thank you very much. 

Mr. RODINO. Thank you. 
Now, the Deputy Attorney General of the Department of Justice, 

Mr. Peter F. Flaherty, who is accompanied by Mr. James M. H. 
Gregg, Acting Administrator of LEAA. 

You may proceed as you wish, and I understand you have a 
prepared statement which you may read, or proceed as you wish. 

TESTIMONY OF PETER F. FLAHERTY, DEPUTY ATTORNEY GEN
ERAL, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES 
M. H. GREGG, ACTING ADMINISTRATOR, LAW ENFORCEMENT 
ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION; AND J. ROBERT GRIMES, DIREC· 
TOR, REGIONAL OPERATIONS, LEAA 

Mr. FLAHERTY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I 
am pleased to be here this morning to discuss with the Select 
Committee the programs supported by the Law Enforcement Assist
ance Administration. 

I am accompanied, as you mentioned, by Mr. James Gregg, the 
Acting Administrator of LEAA, and also on Mr. Gregg's left is Mr. 
Robert Grimes. He is the Assistant Administrator in charge of the 
regional offices. 
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In my brief statement, I will provide a general overview of LEAA 
activities relating to the prevention, control, and treatment of 
narcotics abuse. 

Mr. Gregg will ) submitting a more detailed statement later, will 
submit it on the r~cord, and will speak to you about the highlights 
of that statement. Mr. Gregg will also comment on some of the 
previous difficulties experienced by LEAA obtaining adequate infor
mation regarding projects funded at the State and local level 
through the block grant system. Finally, the statement will address 
steps being taken as a result of the enactment of the Crime Control 
Act of 1976 to improve LEAA's ability to obtain reliable informa
tion concerning programs it has funded for prevention, control and 
treatment of narcotics abuse. 

Drug abuse and narcotic addiction continue to be national prob
lems and national tragedies. Drug-related deaths in the United 
States are estimated to exceed 1,000 annually. The number of 
heroin addicts in the country has been estimated to be approxi
mately one-half million. These figures represent a sad waste of 
human lives and potential. In addition to the toll it takes on 
individual drug abusers and their families, drug abuse poses fI. 

serious threat to society by virtue of crimes committed by drug
dependent offenders. Recent studies suggest that there is a nexus 
between drug abuse and the commission of street crimes. To finance 
their habits, certain drug users may turn to drug trafficking or to 
burglary, robbery, prostitution, or shoplifting. 

There is no simple, easy solution to the problem of drug abuse. 
Drug abuse is both a medical and a criminal justice problem. 
Accordingly, both treatment and law enforcement programs are 
necessary to combat the problem. The Federal Government recog
nizes that treatment and law enforcement programs are necessary 
components of a comprehensive strategy to combat drug abuse. 
Federal strategies include specific programs designed to inhibit the 
supply of dangerous drugs, to curtail the trafficking of such drugs, 
to treat drug users and to educate citizens concerning drug abuse. 

LEAA is one of a number of Federal agencies that share responsi
bility for the prevention, control, and treatment of drug abuse. The 
nature of the LEAA program has, in part, defined the agency's role 
in drug abuse programs. Recognizing that crime is essentially a 
local problem that must be dealt with by State and local govern
ments if it is to be controlled effectively, the bulk of LEAA funds is 
awarded to the States in block grants according to relative popula
tion. Out of the total LEAA budget I might say that 85 percent of 
the total budget goes to the States directly in the form of block 
grants. 

Funds are allocated to each participating jurisdiction upon ap
proval by LEAA of a comprehensive statewide plan in which net::lds 
and priorities in all areas of law enforcement, criminal justice, and 
juvenile delinquency prevention and control are identified. These 
funds are subsequently distributed to the various units of State and 
local government and nonprofit agencies through State planning 
agencies which administer the program. 

The States have used block grant funds to support drug programs 
in virtually every major category: enforcement, education, preven-
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tion, community treatment, institutional treatment, training, re
search, and planning and coordination. However, State efforts have 
been concentrated in the areas of enforcement and community 
treatment programs. 

A relatively small portion of LEAA's appropriation is retained by 
the agency. Fifteen percent of the total budget is retained by the 
central LEAA agency for discretionary grants. These discretionary 
funds are used for grants to support innovative and experimental 
projects and programs of national scope. The National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice within LEAA sponsors 
research, evaluation, demonstration programs, and information 
dissemination. 

Because LEAA's limited resources cannot possibly satisfy the 
needs of the many jurisdictions with drug abuse and enforcement 
difficulties, these discretionary funds have been focused on a 
limited number of efforts which have demonstrated particular suc
cess or promise. LEAA is also guided in its activities by the recent 
"Federal Strategy for Drug Abuse and Drug Traffic Prevention" 
issued by the Strategy Council on Drug Abuse. LEAA resources 
have been devoted primar.,'r to the following programs: Treatment 
alternatives to street crimI:; program (TASC), support of Drug En
forcement Administration projects, support of metropolitan enforce
ment groups, the New York narcotics court program, development 
of a program to provide drug and alcohol treatment services to 
offenders in prison or on a supervised release program, technical 
assistance, and research and evaluation. 

Mr. Gregg will be submitting a detailed statement to the commit
tee which discusses these programs in some detail. I would also ask 
if he may summarily recite to you highlights of his submW;ed 
statement and then, of course, we will both be here to answer any 
questions that the committee may have. 

Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much. 
[Mr. Flaherty's prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETER F. FLAHERTY, DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL, U.S. 
DEPARTMENT O~' JUSTICE 

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear today on behalf of the Department of 
Justice before the House Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control to 
discuss programs supported by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. I 
am accompanied by Mr. James Gregg, Acting Administrator of LEAA anel Mr. 
Robert Grimes, who is Assistant Administrator in charge of LEAA's Office of 
Regional Operations and a former Regional Administrator of the LEAA Dallas 
Regional Office. 

In my statement, I will provide a general overview of LEAA activities relating to 
the prevention, control and treatment of narcotic abuse. Mr. Gregg will be submit
ting to the Committee a statement which provides greater detail concerning those 
activities. Mr. Gregg will also comment upon previous difficulties e;iperienced by 
LEAA in obtaining adequate information regarding projects funded at the State and 
local level through LEAA block grants. Finally, Mr. Gregg's statement will address 
steps being taken as a result of enactment of the Crime Control Act of 1976 to 
improve LEAA's ability to obtain reliable information concerning programs it has 
funded for prevention, control and treatment of narcotic abuse. 

Drug abuse and narcotic addiction continue to be national problems and national 
tragedies. Drug-related deaths in the United States are estimated to exceed 1,000 
annually. The number of heroin addicts in the country has been estimated 'v be 
more than a quarter of a million persons. These figures represent a sad waste of 
human lives and potential. In addition to the toll it takes on individual drug abusers 
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and their families, drug abuse poses a serious threat to society by virtue of crimes 
committed by drug-dependent offenders. Recent studies suggest that there is a nexus 
between drug abuse and the commission of stredt crimes: To finance their habits, 
certain drug users may turn to drug trafficking or to burglary, robbery, prostitution 
and shoplifting. 

There is no simple. easy solution to the problem of drug abuse. Drug abuse is both 
a medical and a criminal justice problem. Accordingly, both treatment and law 
enforcement programs are necessary to combat the problem. The Federrii Govern
ment recognizes that treatment and law enforcement programs are necessary compo
nents of a comprehensive strategy to combat drug abuse. Federal strategies include 
specific progra.'11S designed to inhibit the supply of dangerous drugs, to curtail the 
trafficking of such drugs, to treat drug users and to educate citizens concerning drug 
abuse. 

LEAA is one of a number of Federal agencies that share responstbility for the 
prevention, control and treatment of drug abuse. The nature of the LEAA program 
has, in part, defined the Agency's role in drug abuse programs. Recognizing that 
crime is essentially a local problem that must be dealt with by State l1.nd local 
governments if it is to be controlled effectiVely, the bulk of LEAA funds is' awarded 
to the States in block grants according to relative population. Funds are allocated to 
each participating jurisdiction upon approval by LEAA of a comprehensive statewide 
plan in which needs and priorities in all areas of law enforcement, criminal justice, 
and juvenile delinquency prevention and control are identified. These funds ate 
subsequently distributed to the various units of State and local government and 
nonprofit agencies through State planning agencies which administer the program. 

The States have used block grs.nt funds to support drug programs in virtually 
every major category: enforcement, education, prevention, community treatment, 
institutional treatment, training, research, and planning and coordination. However, 
State efforts have 1>een concentrated in the areas of enforcement and community 
treatment programs. 

A relatively small portion of LEAA's appropriation is retained by the Agency. 
Discretionary funds are used for grants to support innovative and experimental 
projects and programs of national scope. The National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice within LEAA sponsors research, 6valuation, demonstration 
programs and information dissemination. 

Because LEAA's limited resources cannot possibly satisfy the needs of the many 
jurisdictions with drug abuse and enforcement difficulties, these discretionary funds 
have been focused on a limited number of efforts which have demonstrated Rarticu
lar success or promise. LEAA is also guided in its activities by the recent ' Federal 
Strategy for Drug Abuse and Drug Traffic Prevention" issued by the Strategy 
Council on Drug Abuse. LEAA resources have been devoted primarily to the 
following programs: Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime Program (TASC), sup
port of Drug Enforcement Administration projects, support of Metropolitan Enforce
ment Groups. the New York Narcotics Court Program, development of a program to 
provide drug and alcohol treatment services to offenders in prison or on a supervised 
release program, technical assistance, and research and evaluation. 

Mr. Gregg will be submitting a statement to the Committee which discusses these 
programs in some detail. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We would now be pleased to respond to any questions 
the Committee might have. 

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Gregg, you may proceed. 

TESTIMONY OF JAMES M. H. GREGG 

Mr. GREGG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be very brief. 
As my full statement makes clear, LEAA has funded a broad 

range of narcotics and drug programs. These include research and 
evaluation, treatment and rehabilitation, education and prevention, 
and law enforcement. These activities have been carried out with 
both LEAA discretkmary and block grant funds. 

The programs that we funded have proved quite useful. One 
measure of the success of these programs is the willingness of State 
and local governments to assume the cost of them over time. 

92..'l40 0 - 77 .. 2 
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The qhairman is quite familiar with the TASC program-treat
ment alternatives to street crime. This is a program that LEAA has 
developed and supported in 44 cities. Thirteen jurisdictions through
out the country have totally assumed the cost of funding projects 
whose LEAA funding has ended. 

Mr. Chairman, while my statement identifies a number of impor
tant and useful LEAA activities in the narcotics and drug area, it 
would be remiss on my part to suggest that LEAA or any other 
agency can speak with great confidence about the success of drug 
control programs. As this committee is aware, this is a complicated 
and difficult area from both the treatment pers{)ective and the law 
enforcement perspective. We are dealing with complicated problems 
of human behavior and social policy. We are also dealing with many 
untested assumptions about what is and is not effective in control
ling drug abuse. Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I believe that our efforts 
in evaluation and research regarding these issues and assumptions 
are most important. 

Finally, the narcocics and drugs area is one in which coordination 
remains an essential issue and problem. This coordination is re
quired at every level of government. It is required in planning. It is 
essential in implementation of programs by operational agencies. 
LEAA has tried to build coordination into its program design and 
has insisted on evidence of coordination in grant applications. 
Effective coordination is a criterion that LEAA uses in monitoring 
and evaluating drug programs. Coordination is a difficult, time
consuming and frustrating business, but it is essential to the devel
opment of more effective programs. 

One last point, Mr. Chairman, concerning information. In 
reauthorization legislation for LEAA last fall, Congress provided 
the agency the legal authority that we had long needed to collect 
required information about programs. We are now in the process of 
utilizing that authority to collect the data needed to effectively 
assess and evaluate our programs. We are also in the process of 
doing a complete analysis of our information and data requirements 
and the various mechanisms needed to collect this data. We expect 
substantial improvement in this area. 

As the Deputy Attorney General indicated, Mr. Robert Grimes, 
Assistant Administrator in charge of LEAA's Office of Regional 
Operations, is with me. We will be pleased to respond to any 
questions that the committee may havo. 

Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much. 
Without objection, the statement of Mr. Gregg will be inserted in 

the record in its entirety. 
[Mr. Gregg's prepared statement follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES M. H. GREGG, ACTING 
ADMINISTRATOR, LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

Mr. Chairman, this statement is intended to provide for the record an overview of 

activities by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration relating to the pre

vention, control, and treatment of narcotic abuse, comment on previous difficulties 

experienced by LE.AA in obtaining adequate information regarding projects funded 

at the state and local level, and address steps being taken as a result of enactment 

of the Crime Control Act of 1976 to correct past deficiencies. 
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~ .. 
Treatment Alternat,i~ to' Street Crime 

Drug abuse and narcotic addiction are among the factors that contribute to 

street crime. Urbon jails are filled with drug abusers and addicts; a study of 

a group of approximately 1,000 people arrested in Dade County, Florida, revealed 

thot 57.B percent of these individuals admitted regular drug use, excluding 

alcohol. Addicts are arrested and rearrested. Of a group of 3,600 addict 

offenders studied in New York City, 98 percent had prio; ar,'est records, and 

35 percent had been arrested five or more times. 

It appears, therefore, that a relatively small addict population may be responsible 

for a disproportionately large percentage ,,' street crime. Treating these in

dividuals should help them break the cycle of addiction, crime, and arrest. 

TASC was developed to identify addicts entering the criminai justice system 

and to channel those el"Jible for release into treatment programs. TASC links the 

criminal justice system to the health care delivery service system. It uses the 

leverage of the criminal justice system to move the addict into treatment and to 

motivate him or her to stay there. The T ASC tracking component keeps the 

court informed of any client violations of TASC success/failure criteria. 

The program was designed to meet three basic goals: 

(I) To identify and refer individuals to appropriate treatment 
programs prior to trial or subsequent to conviction. 

(2) To decrease the problems caused in detention facilities by 
arrested addicts who manifest signs of withdrawal. 

(3) To essist drug dependent persons who are occused of crime 
to become self-sufficient and law abiding persons. 

The following are the basic services presently performed by T ASC projects: 

I. Overcrowding in local jails has been eosed by providing supervised pre
trial release service for many offenders who would otherwise be detained. 

2. TASC presents prosecutors the option of pre-trial diversion (for first 
or second-term offenders), thus saving the time and cost of a jury trial. 

3. The primary beneficiaries of T ASC services are judges who (a) now 
have TASC treatment input ond a pre-trial Itt rack record" that can 
be included in pre-sentence investigations and (b) may use TASC 
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supervised treatment (as a condition of probation) as on alternative to 
incarcerations. At least one study has also indicated that the "failure 
to appear" in court rate of TASC clients is less than half of addicts with 
no pre-trial supervision. 

4. Probation and parole officers, many of whom operate with enormoUS 
caseloads, use rASC to place their clients in the most appropriate 
treatment facility and closely momtor their treatment progress (which 
includes mandatary weekly urinalysis). 

The T ASC Program has received over $19 million from LEAA. Projects hove 

betin supported in 44 cities in 32 state~ and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. 

Over 29,000 offenders have ente~';!d TASe projects across the country and 

only 12 percent have been re'Jrrested on a new charge while in the program. 

These figures are given added significance by the fact that 78 percent of TASC 

clients are felons, 68 percent are heroin abusers, 43 percent have been arrested 

at least five times, and about half of all clients hove never received drug treatment 

prior to TASe involvement. 

A further indication of the program's successful efforts is that state and/or 

local governments hOVel picked up the costs of 13 of the 15 TASC projects that 

have completed their two rears of LEAA funding. In fiscal year 1977\ LEAA 

plans to expand the TASC program to II additional cities that have already 

submitted grant applications requesting $2.5 million. 

I am pleased to note, Mr. Chairman, that this Committee commented favorably 

on the lASC program in its February 1977 Interim Report, where the following 

statement was mode: 

"As so offen highlighted by Chairman Rodino, the 
Federal agencies with responsibility for drug abuse 
prevention and law enforcement must now give pre
cedence to the process of 'diverting qualified addict 
offenders from the criminal justice system to community 
based treatment, as provided in the Treatment Alternative 
to Street Crime (T ASC) program.1I 
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Cooperation with the Drug Enforcement Administration 

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Federal agency principally responsible for 

drug law enforcement is the Drug Enforcement Administration within the 

Department of Justice. Created in July 1973, DEA combines functions formerly 

performed by elements of the Departments of Justice and Treasury. LEAA 

has been quite active in working with DEA in order to coordinate drug abuse 

law enforcement programs and to support certain programs. 

In April 1974, the Administrators of LEAA and DEA signed a memorandum of 

agreement that established a mechanism for developing a comprehensive strategy 

for the joint efforts. A Joint Planning and Policy Review Group, composed of 

three officials from each Agency, meets at the call of either LEAA or DEA. DEA 

has provided LEAA with a senior agent for each of its ten region~1 offices. 

These drug enL ... rcement specialists provide extensive technical assistance to 

narcotics units in each region and participate in LEA A reviews of state drug 

law enforcement planning. 

LEAA has supported the DEA Task Force Program for several years. The 

Program has operated in more than 50 cities, with LEA A funding of over $36 

million provided. The Program is designed to combine federal, state, and local 

enforcement resources to combat local and regional narcotics networks. 

Diversion of drugs from legitimate outlets such as pharmacies and hospitals 

to the illicit drug market contributes significantly to the drug abuse problem. 

To counteract this, LEAA, in cooper,\tion w'th 0EA, has funded units in 12 

states. Each unit is composed of l'epresentatives from state enforcement and 

professional regulatory agencies and a DEA special agent. 
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In fiscal year 1977, LEAA, in cooperation with DEA and other units of the 

Department, will target approximately $1 million to assist several jurisdictions 

along the U.S. borders to assume investigative and prosecution activities against 

low and mid-level traffickers previously handled by federal agencies. This 

multi-jurisdictional approach will be utilized on a large scale as part of a four

state effort in the Southwest to combat drugs and organized crime. Arizona, 

C.olorado, New Mexico, and Utah are joining in this effort which is built upon 

C\ previously successful project involving four counties. In a.ddition, California, 

Nevada, Washington, and Oregon are receiving support for a multi-state effort 

to interdict air and marine trafficking of drugs. 

Metropolitan Enforcement Groups 

Metropolitan Enforcement Groups (MEGs) are multijurisdictional narcotics 

units established by police agencies within a metrapolitan area. Unlike 

individual agencies, a MEG can cross jurisdictional lines. Such efforts also 

serve to reduce duplication of enforcement efforts relating to narcotics 

control. 

The Narcotics Court Program 

LEAA's New York Regional Office has provided support for 12 narcotic courts 

in New York City. Because the courts only hear narcotic cases, speedy and 

specialized prosecution is permitted. Hopefully, a demonstrable ability of the 

law to deal swiftly and aptly with offenses will result in a reduction of the 

distribution of narcotics. 

" 
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Treatment for Offenders 

LEAA is presently finalizing the design of the Treatment and Rehabilitation for 

Adqicted Pers,ons (TRAP) Program. The TRAP model, which will be tested 

in fiscal year 1978, is designed for implementation in minimum or medium security 

prisons for drug and alcohol abusing offenders who are within nine months of 

their parole date. These offenders will receive nine months of institutional 

treatment followed by nine months of closely supervised community-based 

treatment while on parole. 

The ITlQdel is bosed on a National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 

Justice Prescriptive Package entitled "Drug Programs in Correctional 

Institutions," now being printed. The Program will be tested in at least two 

prison systems in fiscal year 1978. If the results lo('k good, it will be expanded. 

The Program is of particular interest in that it will hopefully provide a model 

that states can use to facilitate their meeting the sPecial requirements of 

the Crime Control Act relating to imprOVements in state correctional facilities 

and programs. 
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Technical Assistance 

LEAA will, in the future, be giving particular emphasis to technical assistance 

in orderto maximize the utilization of existing resources. I have alrady mentioned 

the activities of the DEA agents in LEAA's ten regional offices. In fiscal year 1977, 

LEAA will support ten regit'nal seminars designed to solidify the needed cooperation 

among governmental units. 

The Administrators of LEA A and DEA plan to sponsor a series of briefing papers 

directed toward key executive and legislative officials at the state and local level 

designed to set forth the major facts on drug abuse, strategies for enforcement, avail

able federal support for training and operational activities. Of particular importance 

will be recommendations for action to be taken to increase the enforcement of drug 

trafficking Ia'ws. 

Research and Evaluation 

The 1976 amendments to LEAA's enabling legislation assigned to the National Institute 

of taw Enforcement and Criminal Justice explicit responsibilities in the area of drug 

QbuS.f, 'Elsearch, as follows: 

The Institue shall, in conjul1Gtion with the National 
Institute on Drug Abuse, made studies and undertake 
programs of research to determine the relationship 
between dnfg abuse and crime and to evaluate the success 
of the various types of drug treatment programs in 
reducing crime and shall report its findings to the President, 
the Congress, and the State planning agencies and, upon 
request, to units of general local governmeryt. 

ThrouSi'" on interagency agreement with the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), 

the Institute is now participating in a large cohort analysis of treatment effectiveness, 

including client criminality, for drug users while in treatment and following treatment. 

The Institute's Off[~ e of Evaluation has funded an evaluation of the TASC Program. 

92-340 0 - 77 -- 3 
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The Institute has also developed plans to begin research during fiscal year 1977 on 

the relationships between drug use and crime. A grantee to carry out these plans 

will be selected through a competitive procedure. 

Prior research on drug-crime relationships has been reviewed and summarized through 

the recently completed work of the NIDA Panel on Drug Use and Criminal Behavior. 

'!he Panel prepared a state-of-the-art summary review entitled Drug Use and Crime 

which appeared in September 1976. Using the Panel's work as a basis, the Institute 

will develop a more detailed research agenda and strategy. 

The Institute is currently supporting several other activities in the area of narcotics 

abuse. The Hoover Institution has a research agreement with the Institute for Econo

metric Studies of the Criminal Justice System. Included in this agreement is a 

signficant effort to research and model the effects of drug price and drug treatment 

availability on neighborhood crime rates. Conceptual models of the market behavior 

of drug users and suppliers will be developed. 

The Research Triangle Institute is conducting a study for the Institute entitled "The 

Police and Illicit Substance Control." The study will evaluate the cost-effectiveness 

of drug enforcement strategies employed by four differ,ent police departments. Parti

cular attention is being given to information flow in drug enforcement units. 

The National Institute is also the division of LEAA responsible for information dissemi

nation. The NCJtional Criminal Justice Reference Service has a library of a million 

documents relating to all areas of law enforcement and criminal justice, including 

narcotics abuse. Interested organizations and individuals can register with the 

Reference Service to receive periodic information on developments in their areas of 

interest. The Reference Service also provides, without charge, annotated bibliographies 

and information searches regarding many different criminal justice subjects. 
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The Institute's Technology Tronsfer Division has the additional responsibility of 

publishing and distributing information on model programs. Prescriptive Packages, 

such as the one entitled "Drug Programs in Correctional Institutions" which I men

tioned previously collect and analyze inl'ormation on the experience of various 

operationaf agencies. it offers both a status report and a gUide for implementation 

of future successful programs. Another example of a Prescriptive Package in the 

Committee's area of interest is a "Multi-Agency Narcotics Unit Manual." 

Exemplary Projects are efforts which have been selected as outstanding by a special 

Institute Review Panel. All must cemonstrate a measurable ability to reduce crime 

or improve the criminal justice system. A descriptive brochure and operational manual 

is prepared for each of these projects and is distributed to interested practitioners. 

The process permits replication of the projects in other jurisdictions. 
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I ~ like to turn nON, Mr. Chairman, fran a general discussion of the 

nature of LEAA support for drug programs to specifics regarding tha 

extent of such assistance. I would like to submit at this time a chart 

sunrnarizing LEAA block and discretionary grant awards for narcotics 

abuse and cbntrol projects fran fiscal year 1972 to 1977. The source 

of the data is PROFILE, LEAA' s canputerized grant information system. 

It is my understanding that these figures differ fran infornation 

previously supplied the Ccrrmittee by the Office of Management and Bu::lget 

and the forner Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention. This 

type of information is very difficult to compile, and while I cannot 

speak to how other agencies arrive:'! at their dollar totals, I would like 

to address the system used to collect and store the LEAA data -- a 

system which has operated under past constraints which have l:i.mi.ted its 

utility and accuracy. 

It should first be pointed out that the figures for the rrost recent years 

do not represent all of the furrls available to LEAA. The rroney is not 

awarded :imnediately upon the beginning of a new fiscal year and allotrrent 

of the Agency's appropriation. Instead, grants are made in a rrore 

deliberate fashion. There is further a built-in lag time in reporting 

state subgrants because of the need for planning in advance of furrl awards. 

Aside fran this reporting delay for recent years, a rrore serious problem 

affects the accuracy of block grant data. LEAA makes discretionary awards 

directly fran its Washington or regional offices. Grant documents can be 

easily sul:rnitted to PROFILE for coding and entry into the canputerized system. 

States, however, submit block grant infornation on a voluntary basis. 

LE8A..bas been precllrled fran requiring that the data be sul:rnitted 

at all, much less in a standardized format. While many states are 
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cooperative, others are not. The ananalous situation has existed where 

LEAA's enabling legislation requires that reports be kept regarding every 

grant made but the states need not do any more with the report than just 

keep it. LEA.1\ am. the General Accounting Office are permitted access to the 

info:r:mation for the purposes of audit, but "The New Federalism" has served to 

limit the accountability of the Agency for other purposes. 

Federal Managerent Circular 74-7 (formerly CMB Circular 11.-102) prCXl\Ulgates 

stanlards for consistency and uniformity in the administration of federal 

grants to state and local governrrents. LEM. has been limited in the infor

mation it could collect regarding subgrantees by the Circular. It provides 

that unless there is specific statutory language to the contrary, detailed 

data on particular projects may be requested regarding grantees belCM the 

state level only for special purposes. 

LEAA sought a waiver of these restrictions to develop a systen to rronitor 

subgrant application, award, and a=unting practices and procedures. The 

waiver request emphasized the need for accoUntability to Congress. Nonethe

less, in Novenber 1973, the Agency's request to have infornation routinely 

forwarded for inclusion in a centralized data base was denied. Because 

sane states have not voluntarily canplied \~ith LEM.' s requests for voluntary 

suJ:.:ri.ssion of infornation, the data which I suh'nitted are admittedly 

incanplete. 

CMB's view at the time was that instead of having l:cth the States arrl LEM. 

collecting the info:r:mation fran th:Jusands of subgrantees, the better approach 

would be to have necessary infornation readily available in the State 

planning agencies for LEM. use when needed. 
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It is expected that tillS situation will change very shortly. With 

enactment of a new section 519 in the Crime Control Act of 1976, rEM 

nCM has specific statutory authority to require standardize:1 sub

mission of information. The new reporting requirements include:1 in 

section 519 are being viewed very seriously, and the Agency is acting 

as rapidly as possible to assure compliance. 

~ 

I 
I , 

1 
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The revision to section SI9fully defined and guided LEAA on the minimum content 

of its annual report. The intent of the amendment was to require reports 

sufficiently comprehensive to form a basis for the exercise of congressional 

oversight of LEAA programs without requiring an inordInately lengthy document. 

LEAA is finalizing a warkpla n to insure that the report submitted to Congress 

and th2 President by March 31, 1978, wiIJ comply fully with section 519. To date, 

activities have focused on detailing the exact nature of the reporting requirements 

that are placed on each division within LEA A and those placed on the state planning 

agencies. AIJ reporting units are now aware of their individual responsibilities and are 

aiding in the development of standardized reporting formats that will present the data 

in a readable fashion. 

Reporting the block grant data derived from the state planning agencies will be the 

most difficult element of the annual report. The amendment was enacted into law on 

October 15, 1976. To meet planning requirements and qualify for block grunt awards, 

however, the states were required to submit their fiscal year 1977 comprehensive plans 

to LEA A by July 31, 1976. All state activities under the LEAA program derive from the 

comprehensive plans. Thus, the states had started operations for 1977 according to a 

plan that did not necessarily contemplate the ch,mges made after the fiscal year had 

started. 

To resolve this difficluty, LEAA is devising, in concert with the National Conference of 

State Criminal Justice Planning Administrators, standard reporting formats for the states 

to use. Additionally, LEAA has offered the assistance and guidance of its state 

representativ~s to help the state planning agencies reconstruct the data needed for the 

report and enable them ta make a timely submissian to LEAA. 
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The format being developed will focus upon collection data on the amounts expended 

for each component of the criminal justice system. Following the budget submission 

aNd management system format used by LEAA, the program areas under which the data will 

be aggregated are prevention, enforcement, adjudication, corrections, and system support. 

An additional subset of data will focus on juvenile justice, permitting analysis I)f the efforts 

undertaken in this field. Information will also be included regarding programs and projects 

In each state which are Innovative or incorporate advanced techniques, which seek to 

replicate other successful efforts, which have achieved their intended purposes, and which 

have failed to achieve their objectives. 

Discretionary grant activity will be reported according to the same program areas and in 

the same format as block grant activities. The other required summary and evaluative 

information will be prepared by the appropriate LEAA offices. The document actually 

submitted March 31 will take the form of an annual report that includes Information normall~ 

to be expected plus separate national-level aggregations of block and discretionary activities 

as required by section 519. More detailed analyses fulfilling the specific subsections of 

section 519 will be presented as appendices to the report. 

The Information submitted by the state for the annualreport will be invaluable to PROFILE 

and will assure accountability by LEAA. Steps have been taken to provide each state planning 

agency with direct access to all material contained in PROFILE. The Agency's regional 

offices and certain of its central offices have computer terminals In operation at this time. 

Terminals will become operational in the states in the current fiscal year. Together with 

the National Criminal Justice Reference Service, LEAA will be able to readily transfer 

advanced technology to program participants. It will also permit monitoring and evaluation 

responsibilities to be more effectively exercised. 

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my overview statement. 

j 



LEAA AWARDS FOR DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS* 
(In Thousands of Dollars) 

'" FY 1972 - 77 
N 

I.. FISCAL YEAR 1972 J..!1ll illi llli. lill. lill. ,to 
0 '-.-
0 

Research $ 5,02\ 5,435 $ 738 $ 1,305 $ f'W 631 I $ ... Bloc 69 Z03 -m --W , 9 --:0:-., , Disc 4.336 5,232 583 1,162 1,023 631 I ... 
Treatment/Rehab $ ~5,7~~ $ n,5fil $ 14,440 $ 18,721 $ 16,764 $ i,2~~ Bloc 0,0 ,0 .,-r,m- 9,678 t;"S89 ,3 

Disc 5,669 16,520 2,308 9,043 9,175 1,883 

Education/ 
Prevention $ 13,398 $ 11 ,482 $~ $~ $ ~:m $ 69 

Bloc TO";""m" T,9ifO" ,9 """""b9 
Disc 3,123 5,542 3 1,235 734 -0-

Training $ 3,665 $ 3,503 $ +.Wa- $ 2,069 3,333 $~L t-.:J 
Bloc 3,2T8 .,.-;m ,038 ----ri6 """T;"405" '3 )-l 

Disc 447 1,992 233 1,293 1,928 1.81)2 

MGMT Support/Eva1 26,684 $ 22.961 $ 12.008 $ 22,100 $ 1~,508 $ 5,598 
Bloc T.2Of 5,054 T,lIli( 3,380 ,820 -m-
Disc 21,483 17,~07 9,521 18,720 10,688 5,425 

Law Enforcement 23,4f5 $ 23'Of4 $ 21,345 $ M31 $ 13,857 f,009 
Bloc 13,3 3 14,0 5 11,074 9,946 6,899 ,538 
Disc 10.182 9,009 10,272 11.485 6,958 3.471 

Tota 1 Narcotics/ , 
$ ~1,336 $ 6T'0l~ $ 14,24~ $ 60-Llli. $ 40,873 $ 12,OP Dangerous Drugs*' 

3,508 4 ,06 0,80 26,689 22,i8( 3.2 8 
27,828 27,957 13,439 33.766 18.086 8,825 

*Source: PROFILE - LEAA Computerized Grant Information System (May 25, 1977) 
OOJ'''71-06 **Thc sums of the individual categories exceed the indicated totals because many pr(lgrams 

qualify for inclusion in multiple categories. 
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Mr. RODINO. May I first say that I welcome the testimony pre
sented by both of you gentlemen. I would like to now address some 
general questions to both Mr. Flaherty and Mr. Gr~gg. 

Can you advise us what efforts have been made by LEAA to 
implement the ~rovision contained in the Crime Control Act of 1976 
that requires the National Institute on Law Enforcement ana 
Criminal Justice in conjunction with NIDA to "make studies and 
undertake prrgrams of research to determine the relation between 
drug abuse dnd crime and to evaluate the success of the various 
types of drug abuse programs in reducing crime?" 

I notice, Mr. Gregg, on pages 7 and 8 of your prepared statement 
- you hav3 given us a general overview of what LEAA is doing 
presently, in order to try to bring together these various programs 
that are already in being. 

Can you briefly respond to that question so that we may know 
where you are at this time? 

Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir, I would be pleased to. 
We have had a continuing relationship with the National Insti

tute of Drug Abuse over the years, with respect to research treat
ment, and other programs as well. We have also worked in the past 
with the Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention. We have 
a continuing strong relationship with NIDA in the research area, 
partly as a result of the amendments which you mentioned. In 
addition, we are planning, in consultation with NIDA, additional 
research on our own. NIDA is sponsoring a major research project
a longitudinal otudy of drug users and offenders. We are participat
ing with them in that study and contributing funds to it. 

There are other projects mentioned in my statement. We plan a 
more extensive research program on our own. 

In the course of our planning, we have looked at a great deal of 
research done by NIDA, other Federal agencies, and private agen
cies. We are going to try very hard to avoid some of the problems 
and mistakes that have resulted in the past. 

As you are aware, Mr. Chairman, a literature search in this area 
was sponsored by NIDA last year. While that was useful, we have 
found again and again in this area that research results often turn 
out to be inconclusive because the research is begun without a clear 
look at data necessary to conduct new research and the methodolog
ical problems that may be involved. Hence, money has been some
times spent for research from which we can conclude little. Critics 
of such studies say that they cannot be rolied upon because of poor 
methodology. 

For the research plan we are developing, we are first reviewing 
all the research that has been done previously. We are analyzing 
the critical gaps in knowledge that we still have, particularly gaps 
that have policy relevance. We are going to start off with grants 
which require data availability and methodology to be assessed. In 
these first phase grants we will require the researchers to prepare 
preliminary designs so that we can be assured before a full range 
research is undertaken. Thus, when the research is completed, we 
will have some reliable results and some more definitive answers. 

This planning has gone on in consultation with NIDA and other 
Federal agencies involved in this area. We expect to be making 
some grants very shortly. 
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Mr. RODINO. Let roe ask you two more questions and then I will 
turn it over to the other members. 

First of all, have you set up any guidelines, or what guidelines or 
regulations have been promulgated by LEAA to implement the 
requirement in the recently enacted law, Public Law 94-503, that 
State plans develop "procedures for effective coordination between 
State planning agencies and single State agencies in responding to 
the needs of drug-dependent offenders." 

I would like to know if at this time you do have any regulations 
On that? 

Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir, we do. Section 50 of our guideline manual for 
State planning agency grants requires compliance with the act. 
Coordination between LEAA State planning agencies and single 
State agencies will be enforced by LEAA. 

I might mention, Mr. Chairman, that this is something in which 
we have been generally interested in the past. We want to assure 
this kind of coordinated effort. Under NlDA and LEA A 
cosponsorship, a conference was held last year for ali of our SPA 
directors and the single State agency directors of the NIDA pro
gram to discuss mutual concorns and problems, and to initiate some 
joint planning. Subsequent to that meeting there have been three 
regional followup meetings at which the Sf A directors and the 
directors of the single State agencies have gotten together and 
consulted in more detail about matters of mutual interest. The 
question of coordination is certainly one that has been. addressed to 
some extent in the past and will be increasingly addressed now that 
we have this legislation and the implementing guidelines. 

There are some good models for this coordination. I understand 
that in NE:w Jersey there is a very good model in which representa
tives of the SPA, the single State agency, correctional institutions 
and mental health institutions have gotten together to discuss, 
resolve, and deal with problems of mutual interest. We expect to see 
that kind of model increasingly used as a result of this new 
amendment. 

Mr. RODINO. Thank you. 
I have one other question. Then in view of the fact that there is a 

record vote some of us will have to leave, but we will return 
immediately thereafter. 

I have before me a chart, and I hope that you have a copy of it. 
Mr. FLAHERTY. I think we have a copy of it. We have it, yes. 
Mr. RODINO. The chart sets forth the total narcotics-related 

obligations by LEAA from 1969 to 1977, and the first section of that 
relates to LEAA total narcotic and dangerous drug obligations in 
the form of nonblock and block grants, and this was provided to us 
by the Congressional Budget Office, as of Apri112, 1977. What I am 
curious about is that if we look at the figures we find in 1972 an 
expenditure here or an allocation of $74.21 million, and then going 
on to 1977 we get $8.82 million. Why this wide discrepancy? 

Mr. GREGG. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry. I had not seen this table 
until I was just provided it. I do have another table that I believe 
you have referred to. I think that there are definitely some prob
lems with the data. We can take it back and try to reconcile it, find 
,mt how CBO got their figures. There are some very obvious 
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discrepancies, as you point out. We can analyze their figures, 
determine the source of them, and try to see just why there is a 
difference. 

[The information referred to follows:] 



LEAA Total Narcotic and 
Dangerous Drug Obligations: 
Combined Non-block and Block 
grants. Provided by CSO 
4/12/77 

LEAA Subgrant Awards (Block
grants and Discretionary 
Awards for Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs Provided by 
LEAA 5/20/77 and 5/23/77 

LEAA Total Demand Reduction 
and Supply Reduction 
Obligations for Narcotics 
Provided by ODAP 5/31/77 

LEAA Narcotics Obligations 
Reported in Federal Drug 
Programs a study prepared by 
the American Bar Association's 
Special Committee on Crime Pre
vention and Control's Task 
Force on Federal Heroin 
Addiction Progra~s. 

LEAA Demand Reduction/Supply 
Reduction obligations 
Provided by SAOOAP 

~ ----- ~------------------., 

TcrTAL NARCOTIG,S. RELATJ~~eTIONS BY LEAA 
(M..~¥' ) 

19M 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

1.68 22.97 50.69 74.21 60.61 44.15 

71.34 69.12 44.25 

11.3 25.8 56.2 56.1 53.6 

.51 13.75 44.67 53.17 76.66 

1.5 17.3 49.2 44.9 57.7 80.58 

1975 1976 1977 

45.95 38.14 8.82 

60.38 40.92 12.12 

59.1 44.9 46.3 

80.46 75.97 
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Because we do not know how the Congressional Budget Office, the Office of Drug 
Abuse Policy, and the American Bar Association arrived at their figures, we cannot 
account for the discrepancies noted. As stated at the June 8 hearing, the LEAA 
figures do not represent all awards made because of reporting delays and omissions. 
While discretionary award totals should be accurate, block subgrant data has been 
provided by the states only on a voluntary basis. Thus, the computerized data base 
accounts for only 83 percent of the obligation authority for fiscal years 1972 and 
1973, 77 percent for 1974, 79 percent for 1975, and 78 percent for 1976. The fiscal 
year 1977 data is quite incomplete since states are only beginning to report on their 
awards for this year. 

The data provided by the organizations other than LEAA appeared to be higher 
than that submitted by this Agency. It might be assumed that, in order to account 
for all fund obligations, their figures were extrapolated from the incomplete informa
tion available. 

The information submitted by LEAA accounts for only those programs which are 
primarily related to narcotics abuse and treatment. Many other projects may have a 
narcotics component but would not be reflected in the reported figures. It would be 
misleading to try to provide an "edu.cated guess" as to funding levels which could not 
be supported by hard data. 

Mr. RODINO. What I would like you to bear in mind, Mr. Gregg 
and Mr. Flaherty, is that even if this is not totally accurate and 
there may be some discrepancy, wouldn't this suggest that drug
related crime is falling off and there is decreasing need for the 
expenditure of funds to effectively combat drug-related crime? 

Mr. FLAHERTY. Mr. Chairman, there is that suggestion in there, 
but I think I would also, while Mr. Gregg is going to make a more 
comprehensive study of these figures, point out a few things. The 
LEAA budget has been dropping off in recent years. It hit a high of 
something over $800 million, and it has gradually been decreasing 
over the recent years. What I have noticed in the short time I have 
been in the Justice Department is the many other demands made 
on LEAA by courts, by the C~l'rection system, and so that the LEAA 
awards have become much more competitive in the entire criminal 
justice area with corrections, courts, making many, many demands 
on the budgets, probably of State block grants particularly. 

Mr. RODINO. Referring again to that same table, even accepting 
the figures provided by LEAA, LEAA subgr:mt awards, block grant:; 
and discretionary awards for narcotics and dangerous drugs. I am 
amazed to note that in 1972 $71.34 million was spent, and in 1977 
$12.12 million. 

Mr. GREGG. Mr. Chairman, the 1977 figure is affected by the fact 
that many of the States have not yet awarded all their 1977 funds, 
while others have not fully reported on obligations and expendi
tures. As you may know, States have 3 fiscal years in which to 
expend LEAA funds. Thus, a more accurate reflection of the trend 
would be to go back to the 1975 figures. The 1977 figures will 
increase as we receive reports from the States regarding their block 
grant expenditures and as we further obligate funds. 

Your point that overall expenditures are going down is correct. 
Several factors account for this. Mr. Flaherty has referred to two 
very significant factors. A third is a matter of policy involving 
LEAA and the Special Action Office. This policy has been continued 
through executive policy. NIDA has been asked to take on a greater 
responsibility for community treatment, '.'!hile LEAA's role has 
been more related to law enforcement and correctional activities. 
Part of that trend is thus also a result of greater responsibility in 
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the treatment area by NIDA. Additionally, in 1978, and to some 
extent, in 1977 responsibilities have been shifted from LEAA to the 
Drug Enforcement Administration for some of these programs. 
LEAA's role, of course, is generally to develop new programs or 
project ideas, more innovative approaches. 

Some of these approaches have proved worthwhile. Responsibility 
for drug enforcement task forces has been shifted from LEAA to 
DBA. In the 1978 budget the entire task force effort is included in 
the DEA budget and has been eliminated from the LEAA budget. 
That accounts for some of the declining expenditures for LEAA. 

Mr. RODINO. Might it also be because State planning agencies 
have deemphasized drug enforcement programs in the development 
of their State plans? 

Mr. GREGG. I would hesitate to speak for all the States. It is 
possible that this has occurred in some States. In other States, 
however, increasing emphasis has been given to drug enforcement 
programs. 

Mr. Grimes may be able to comment on that in more detail. 
There is certainly intensive interest in a number of States to 
expand and increase their drug enforcement activities. We have 
very recently been working with a number of States to develop 
programs that ~1ll be funded by LEAA discretionary and block 
grant funds as well as State and local revenueB. In some cases other 
Federal agencies are also involved in a particular project. 

Mr. RODINO. We are going to recess for 10 minutes to go and 
answer the rollcall. 

[Brief recess.] 
Mr. RODINO. The committee will come to order. 
Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. WOLFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
First, let me say it is indeed a great pleasure to have Peter 

Flaherty appear before us on this drug problem. I come from a 
combined city-suburban area. Having been mayor of a large city of 
this country gives you, I am sure, a greater appreciation than some 
of the other people that we have had in the same role that you now 
occupy. 

I would like to know, Mr. Gregg, other than the stipUlated 
mandate that you have, what do you really consider the role of 
LEAA today? 

Mr. GREGG. One ver.Y important role of the Agency is providing 
leadership and assistance to State and local governments to help 
them better control crime and increase the effectiveness and effi
ciency of criminal justic~ agencies. We devote a large part of our 
effort to analysis, resp-arch, antI evaluation regarding law enforce
ment approaches and techniques with the idea of improving them. 
We try to demonstrate the value of these techniques and ap
proaches. We have particularly done this in the drug area. 

Mr. WOLFF. I question this, Mr. Gregg. You have a total appropri
ation of what amount? About $800 million? 

Mr. GREGG. It is $754 million for this fiscal year) Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. WOLFF. According to the figures we have here, from both 

yourself and the Congressional Budget Office, you spend somewhere 
in the neighborhood of $60 million to $70 million in the narcotics 
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field. It is hardly an indication of interest or dedication to the entire 
relationship between drugs and crime. It amounts to less than 10 
percent. Yet we find that street crime throughout the United States 
is directly related to anywhere from 50 to 70 percent, to drugs. 

There seems to be a great discrepancy in the thrust, in putting 
your money where your mOJ.th is. I think that this is an area that 
must be addressed. 

Mr. GREGG. I would make several comments on that, Mr. 
Chairman. 

As I pointed out previously, this has certainly been a high 
priority area for LEAA, but LEAA is not the only actor in the 
Federal family in the area. In fact, the lead agency for drug 
enforcement in the Department of Justice is DEA. The lead Federal 
agencies for treatment programs are NIDA and the National Insti
tute of Mental Health. 

As Mr. Flaherty also mentioned, LEAA has been in a period of 
declining budgets. That has accounted somewhat for the downward 
trend in this area. 

If I may just make one other point, there is a question regarding 
how to account for what is a "drug program." The programs that we 
have reported on are ones which are focused directly on the prob
lem of drug abusers or enforcing drug laws. A great many of 
LEAA's other programs which are not considered primarily drug 
programs do impact on drug offenders or drug abusers. For exam
ple, some of our antifencing projects or so-called "sting" projects 
result in the arrest and disposition to jail, prison, or tl'eatment 
programs of drug addicts. Our career criminal program, for exam
ple, though focusing on prosecutors, does involve people participat
ing in major drug conspiracies or other illicit activities that would 
not necessarily be reported as a drug activity. So these figures 
represent only a part of the total LEAA effort in this area. 

Mr. WOLFF. The point I would like to make is the fact that you 
indicate a reduction in your budget. That reduction has been, 
talking to the Attorney General, about $100 million-some 13 
percent from this fiscal year's budget-and from the figures that we 
have before us, both your figures and those supplied by the Congres
sional Budget Office, the indications are that perhaps 30 to 40 
percent of that reduction came in the area of your narcotics-related 
programs. 

Now, you are the only agency really in the law enforcement field 
that channels money to the States, the cities, and the local govern
ments. We need a greater emphasis in this area. The problem is 
much greater, I think, than some of the executive departments 
realize in that the figures that are bandied about are inconsistent 
with the immensity and enormity of the problem. It is only because 
this committee and its various members have been going into this 
question that it has been discovered that totally disparate agencies 
are involved in this total structure and the fact that such 
inconsistencies do exist between agencies. 

Mr. FLAHERTY. Mr. Chairman, I certainly agree with you on the 
importance of the relationship that exists between street crime and 
drug offenders. There is no qu(~stion, coming out of the cities, you 
see this and the figures dramatically support your stand. I am 
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trying to come up with an answer on the figures that you have 
presented on the decline of the amount of money being expended on 
drug programs in LEAA. 

Looking back on the history of LEAA when it originally started 
out, which isn't too long ago, 1968, 1969, the high amount of money 
that went into LEAA then for law enforcement assistance on the 
local level was for street crime activities, and I think that during 
more recent years you have a greater share of demand coming in 
and that LEAA has been expanded to include the entire system of 
criminal justice, not just street crime. When you relate it to street 
crime you have a big portion of it going into drug abuse controls. 

Now, however, LEAA is considered to be an umbrella for the 
entire area of criminal justice, and the courts are making more 
demands on State planning agencies for a greater share of the 
funds. Correction institutions are making a greater demand for a 
share of LEAA funds than they did 4 or 5 years ago. Juvenile justice 
is getting a much larger share of LEAA today than it got several 
Yl3ars ago. 

So while it looks on the face of it that drug money is going down, I 
think you have to really look into the juvenile justice programs 
which are expanding and getting a greater share of LEAA funds. I 
am sure many of those do tie in with drug abuse controls, and some 
of the prograr..1S in the correctional institutions are tied in with the 
drug controls. 

In addition to that, you cannot look at LEAA, I suppose, as just a 
drug control institution because DEA eventually has been picking 
up many of the programs that are started permanently. Their 
budget is going up rather than down in the drug abuse area. 

I just point these things out as a possible rationale of the figures 
which I sympathize with. I agree with you, and with Chairman 
Rodino, that street crime is very closely related to drug abuse. 

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, I have one last question and a follow
up to this question. Mr. Gregg, what sort of oversight do you have 
on your programs? 

Mr. GREGG. It depends somewhat on the area of funding. For 
example, research is a centrally funded program. We have a moni
toring system that applies to all of our research grants. That 
monitoring would be conducted by our National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Members of my staff and I 
would provide o':c!rsight of that type of activity. 

In the enforcement area, the monitoring of discretionary grants 
programs would generally be provided by staff of our regional 
offices and ultimately audited by our audit office. If the programs 
are funded under their block grant program, the State planning 
agencies have major responsibility in oversight, monitoring, and 
reporting. We have an overall monitoring program that brings to 
program offices the result of monitoring activity. If a shift in 
direction or some major problem indicates a need for corrective 
action, that would be called to my attention. We would take the 
steps necessary. 

Mr. WOLFF, Could you furnish this committee some examples of 
what your monitoring operation has been able to oversee? 

Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir. 
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Mr. WOLFF. And develop some inconsistencies that have devel-
oped within the program? 

Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir, we would be happy to. 
[The information referred to is in the committee files.] 
Mr. WOLI!'F. Thank you. 
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Beard. 
Mr. BEARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I think in your opening statement it was mentioned the LEAA 

was coming up or developing innovative new programs, that was 
one of the statements referring to innovative new programs. Could 
you tell me what the innovative new programs are? 

Are there any in the drug-related field, more specifically? I think 
you touched on a couple of them. 

Mr. FLAHERTY. We mention TASC and TRAP. 
Mr. BEARD. Is there any regarding the law enforcement aspect of 

it, as far as the apprehensions aspect or anything along these lines? 
Mr. GREGG. Those that I would characterize as most innovative 

have been in the areas of treatment, diversion of offenders to 
treatment-both preincarceration, postincarceration-and alterna
tives to adjudication. 

In the law enforcement area, I will ask Mr. Grimes to comment 
as well. 

Some of the greatest problems dealt with have been effective 
coordination in law enforcement areas, proper assignment of roles 
among Federal, State, and local agencies, and the sharing of infor
mation and intelligence in a way that makes those operations 
effective. 

"Innovative" may not be the best word to use. "Improvement" 
might be a better way of expressing it. Certain improvements in the 
way that criminal justice agencies, enforcement agencies, work 

, together will achieve better results. In that respect, we have funded 
a number of activities that would' l'epresent improvements, al
though perhaps not innovative because entirely new techniques are 
not being employed. 

Mr. BEARD. Has there been any shift regarding placing more 
emphasis on the rehabilitation aspect of it, shift of funds toward the 
rehabilitation, coming away from the enforcement aspect of it? 

Mr. GREGG. Recently, the shift has been in the other direction. 
We continue to sustain at a fairly high budget level the TASC 
program, which takes drug addicts that might otherwise go to jail or 
prison and diverts them to treatment as an alternative. We are 
experimenting with a new program which will try to identify drug 
users in prison settings and at some period of time before release, 
perhaps 6 to 9 months, help them in the transition to community
based drug programs. 

We have transferred, as I mentioned, the DEA task force pro
gram, which is an enforcement effort focusing on middle-level drug 
traffic, to DEA. In terms of larger organized efforts such as the need 
to improve and coordinate intelligence and communications, we 
might want to do more in the future than we have in the past. 

Mr. BEARD. Does LEAA provide buy money for the local law 
enforcement agencies? 
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Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir, we can do that. We do not do that in every 
project by any means, but we do have the authority in certain 
si.tuations to provide buy money. 

Mr. BEARD. This has been one thing at the grass roots, there are 
always people wishing there were more, but they feel this is one of 
the most effective tools they have, the buy money; especially in my 
rural areas they just do not have it themselves. 

Mr. GREGG. It is absolutely essential in large criminal conspir
acies, in the drug area, as well as the organized crime area, to have 
sufficient amounts of these funds. There is just no way to penetrate 
some of these activities without it. 

This has been of great value to State and local governments. 
Mr. BEARD. I would like to ask your personal professional opinion 

as to a recent hearing we have just held, Mr. Flaherty, and this may 
be somewhat out of line as to the LEAA, but I would like your 
opinion. Do you feel decriminalization of marihuana at this particu
lar time would help ease the drug problem, would help--

Mr. FLAHERTY. It is hard for me to say whether it would ease the 
problem. 

The reason for the administration's position on it basically is that 
we ought to be involved more with the heavy traffic in drugs rather 
than with the 10 grams or less, that that is a matter for State and 
local governments to handle and they can do a more effective job 
than we can at the Federal level. So it is really a matter of letting 
the States and local governments project what they can as to their 
own marihuana laws. 

We just feel that on the Federal level, with the limitations we 
have imposed on us, we ought to be after the heavy offenders. 

Mr. BEARD. In other words, you just gave me your personal 
opinion also? 

Mr. FLAHERTY. Yes. 
Mr. BEARD. One more question. 
In 1974 the LEAA established a program for narcotic drug abuse 

within the Office of Regional Operations for the purpose of provid
ing a coordination and tight type of operating review of the LEAA's 
drug program. Have you seen any satisfying results from that? Are 
there results from it? 

Do you have anything to report as to the establishment of that 
particular unit? 

Mr. GREGG. At the present time we have a lead staff member 
responsible for coordination of our activities in the treatment area. 
We have another individual responsible for enforcement activities. 

Mr. Grimes, as the supervisor of both of these individuals, is 
responsible for the overall coordination of these activities, with the 
exception of research. Research is a responsibility of our research 
institute. Mr. Grimes works also closely with that staff on their 
activities. 

He can best comment on the effectiveness of this arrangement. 
Mr. GRIMES. Some of the most effective results that we have seen 

since we established the office is the close integration of enforce
ment and treatment programs. We have tied our treatment efforts 
into the criminal justice system. 

As was mentioned earlier, we were able to identify areas that 
need coordination, especially in the enforcement area, and have tied 
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together statewide narcotic enf')rcement units, statewide informa
tion systems, and multi-State narcotics intelligence units all to
gether now. We have achieved a rather significant pattern of 
coverage. The entire west coast is included, as well as the gulf coast 
all the way to North Carolina. 

Mr. BEARD. What has been the percentage of increase in funds 
allocated to this program desk, coordination, say from 1974 to now? 

Has there been a growth pattern? Has it grown? Have there been 
proper resources allocated to insure that it just is not a title that 
sits there and looks real good, real nice, but yet really is not 
accomplishing a.nything? 

Mr. GRIMES. In 1974, approximately $13 million allocated from 
discretionary funds was handled by that program desk. 

Mr. BEARD. How many people in 1974 were involved in the 
program? 

Mr. GRIMES. 'lrhere is one person full time in enforcement and one 
person full time in treatment. 

Mr. BEARD. All right; that was 1974. How many people now are 
involved? 

Mr. GRIMES. The same amount of people right now, although 
additional authorization--

Mr. BEARD. One person is involved in the coordination, the whole 
ball game? 

Mr. GRIMES. In our regional offices 10 people are involved in the 
enforcement, pursuant to an interagency enforcement agreement 
with DEA. They provide one special agent for each of our regional 
offices: 

We intend to allocate additional personnel providing we get the 
necessary staff next year. 

Mr. BEARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Mann? 
Mr. MANN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Gregg, I see in your statement the national institute is also a 

division of LEAA responsiblity for information dissemination. Then 
you refer to the library, and so forth. 

Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir. 
Mr. MANN. One of the problems that we have had with LEAA 

during its existence is its failure to evaluate programs and its 
failure to disseminate information concerning success stories, no 
matter whether in treatment or enforcement. The mandate or the 
additional language included in the 1976 act was intended to em
phasize that point. You obviously recognize it. 

Of course, I do not acknowledge that LEAA did not have suffi
cient clout to carry out that mandate prior to that time, but I am 
curious as to just what house organ or other method of dissemina
tion you have arrived at. This refers to the fact that people can 
register to receive periodic information. We question whether or not 
some small rural county sheriffs office is going to register with you. 
What system of dissemination do you have, an automatic system? 

Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir, there are a number of ways in which this 
occurs. A great many local law enforcement officials do, in fact, 
register with this clearinghouse. We have a system whereby we 
make available the service to virtually every criminal justice 
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agency and top official in the country. They indicate certain areas 
of particulaT interest and then the information clearinghouse rou
tinely sends listings in the areas they have indicated. If they want 
the full document, that will be provided. This enables them to 
receive particular reports, analyses, and documents. 

Our technical assistance program utilizes State planning agencies 
and regional offices. Each State develops priority areas for technical 
assistance, defines needs, and transmits them to our regional of
fices. The regional offices in turn assure that relevant information, 
including consultant service if that should be necessary, is provided. 

If we determine that there is a broad need for a particular kind of 
information, we utilize training funds and develop a program that 
then can address the need in depth using 3- or 4-day training 
sessions. All the necessary relevant information and literature in 
the subject area is provided. 

In addition, we occasionally develop state-of-the-art papers. They 
go under several names. One we call a uprescriptive package." It 
tries to bring together the best thinking with respect to a particular 
kind of problem. 

In the early days of LEAA, at least 4 or 5 years ago, a prescriptive 
package was prepared on how to set up a methadone treatment 
program. We have since developed documents on how to organize a 
multiagency narcotic control unit, bringing together the best think
ing in the country. We have one about to be published conceming 
narcotics and alcohol treatment and rehabilitation in institutions. 
This has traditionally been a very difficult area to deal with. 

We still do not have very good knowledge about what the most 
effective programs are within institutions. This gives some guidance 
on experience around the country, some of the approaches that 
seem to be effective, and some of the conditions necessary in these 
institutions in order to have any kind of successful program. Those 
prescriptive packages are made available directly to people who 
would have an interest with respect to the collection of evaluative 
information and data. The amendments of last fall in our 
reauthorization legislation will also lead to substantial improve
ment. The agency now clearly has authority to not only require the 
collection of information, but the provision of that information to 
LEAA for evaluative and other purposes. We have utilized the 
authority provided by the Congress last fall to amend our guide
lines, to include a special condition that information must be 
provided. We are in the course right now of developing standardized 
formats to provide the specific information that Congress has re
quired under section 519 of the Crime Control Act. 

Some of this inform.ation will be relevant to narcotics and drug 
problems. It will be integrated into the other information efforts 
that I have referred to. 

Mr. NELLIS. Could I ask Mr. Gregg, these guidelines that you 
speak of as going to the States in order to enable them to cope with 
the reporting requirements under the new amendment, have they 
been prepared? 

Mr. GREGG. At this point we only have imposed a general condi
tion, making clear that, as a result of the amendments, the neces
sary data and information must be forthcoming. Our staff is cur-
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rently field testing some of the forms that will be necessary to 
acquire this data in a way that we can conveniently and effectively 
aggregate it; that effort will probably take 2 to 3 weeks. 

When those forms are developed, I anticipate writing a letter to 
the governor of each State, pointing out some of the changes in the 
law, and asking their cooperation and that of SPA directors in 
assuring we get this data collected in the best way. We desire 
quality and efficiency so as to respond to both the requirements of 
section 519 and other information needs that we have with respect 
to evaluating our program. 

Mr. NELLIS. With the permission of the Chair, I would like to ask 
you, Mr. Gregg, to furnish the committee with copies of the guide
lines and also a copy of the forms after you have developed them in 
the field. 

One of the problems we have had is trying to evaluate the 
evaluating function of LEAA narcotics abuse, which has been very 
difficult because there has been no reporting requirement. 

Mr. FLAHERTY. We will be happy to supply that. 
[The information referred to is in the committee files.] 
Mr. MANN. The state-of-the-art papers to which you refe!' seem to 

me to be an excellent idea, if you have the capacity to amend by 
addendum for new initiatives or innovative successes. I am curious 
as to their distribution. 

I would feel automatic distribution to all law enforcement agen
cies would be appropriate, whether requested or not, certain por
tions of the state-of-the-art information, such as organization of a 
drug force, or enforcement rules, rather than to depend upon them 
to request them. I realize that there is a slight expense in that kind 
of distribution, but it strikes me as being worth while. 

Thank you very much. 
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Guyer. 
Mr. GUYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Sorry I did not get in on the first part of the testimony. I have 

been trying to play catch-up ball, reading the reports. 
This probably is not the proper atmosphere in which to refer to 

the thing I would like to suggest, b'.lt it seems we have covered the 
field of trying first of all to curtail the source, we have gotten into 
the interdiction of the traffic, we have touched on arresting the 
offender, easing the caseload in court and having a hastier assign
ment from the jail to a proper facility that winds up with treating 
the patients. 

Now, where do you finally end up through all of those avenues? 
What would you say is the track record for permanent rehabilita
tion; when you get through all of these channels, you come back to 
an individual? 

Apparently from your studies there has been a lot of recidivism; 
if everything worked properly, what is the outcome? 

Mr. FLAHERTY. It is very difficult to give you any realistic figures 
on the complex question of whether or not you can effectively 
rehabilitate drug offenders to the point where you will stop 
recidivism, Mr. Guyer. We--

Mr. GUYER. Do you have a ballpark figure? Have we had a record 
like over a 20-year period? Do you get 10 percent? 

I 
I 
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Mr. GREGG. We have some evidence from our TASC program, 
which we are more intensely evaluating now, that it has cut down 
considerably on commission of crimes while offenders were under 
the supervision of the program. Only 12 percent were rearrested 
during that period. Of course they only remain in the program for a 
certain period of time. 

The difficult issue is what lasting effects these programs may 
have. That depends on expectations about success. 

Dr. Jaffe, who was the head of the Special Action Office, liked to 
use an example of a heart patient who had a serious attack. We 
should not expect to turn him into a marathon runner shortly after 
his attack. We should not even expect that he would not be on some 
kind of medication the rest of his life or have some kind of problem. 

If we think of success in terms of total abstinence, then I doubt 
we will ever have much success because it does not seem that is a 
realistic option for many people in our society. If our expectations 
are less, if we think that less drug use is a measure of progress, or 
that different drug use is a measure of progress or success, then it 
seems we can expect some of these programs to have an impact. 

Mr. GUYER. I think your programs have proven that you have had 
a better result than if you were not to have the program. We do 
know there is relationship, for example, with availability of the 
drug. When we had the other hearings, Mr. Wolff brought this out 
in the committee findings, that when you had the Turkish cutoff, 
Golden Triangle, whatever the source, there was a definite reduc
tion of those on the street who were addicted. Of course, a lot of it 
was exploratory, experimental, say what you will. 

In the treatment itself, do we find that methadone and some of 
the other substitute remedies are just introduc;ing another habit or 
have we found any good ones as a replacement? What would your 
thinking be on that? 

Mr. GREGG. Sir, I am not thu best person to comment on that. I 
have been away from that field for some time. 

Methadone, of course, is an addictive drug. However, with its use, 
a person is often able to function reasonably well in society. This 
was impossible while pursuing criminal activity or other activity 
such as purchasing illicit drugs. At least it has that value. 

Again I am not an expert at all on this, but I understand that 
progress has been made in developing longer lasting or longer 
acting drugs similar to methadone which will probably enhance the 
value of this particular treatment modality. 

Mr. GUYER. I think at our level we do receive a lot of inquiries 
from concerned people who want to know more about the subject. 
Of course I would certainly be in favor of greater allocation of funds 
for the educational preventive level, because we do know that that 
is a much better approach than trying to do something after it is 
hopeless. 

In my district we do not have a high incidence of this problem, in 
northern Ohio, very, very few. As a matter of fact, the results--

Mr. FLAHERTY. One ray of hope has been the Narcotics Anony
mous, which is somewhat analogous to the Alcoholics Anonymous, 
which is separate from methadone treatment. There has been 
beginnings here that we would hope what Alcoholics Anonymous 
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has done in the field of alcoholism we would be able to accomplish 
here. 

Mr. GUYER. I am in favor of enhancing your program. The big 
thing we want to do here is establish priorities, so we do not throw 
dollars at will-o-the-wisp programs. 

Mr. WOLFF. Will the gentleman yield? 
I want to lend emphasis to what Mr. Guyer has alluded to on the 

question of reduction of supply. That deals very strongly with the 
area of your interest; that is to say, the enforcement area and the 
question of reduction on the overall supply picture. 

We found that there was a direct relationship between the 
reduction in the number of addicted people-people who abused 
hard drugs-and the reduction of the availability of drugs in Tur
key, and we were successful in that program. It is unfortunate that 
other nations pick up where we are able to achieve success on 
interdiction; other nations do provide the supply. 

I might also refer you to the fact that when there was .a ready 
availability of drugs in Vietnam, there was a tremendous intrusion 
of drug abuse into our military. We on this committee, in attempt
ing to treat the problem from both the demand and supply aspects, 
count upon you to use your good offices to help us to reduce the 
supply aspects as well as some elements of the demand. When the 
gentleman from Ohio spoke as to alternatives that could be use a, he 
again touched upon an area which I think is extremely important 
and that is the drug education field. 

In the enforcement field, where we have found credibility as to 
the true impact of the drugs and the nature of the offenses that 
have been created, there has been an effect upon the community 
that is using or abusing these drugs. Therefore, again, the area 
which Mr. Mann touched upon in the educational area, I think is 
an extremely important one. 

I thank the gentleman for yielding. 
Mr. GUYER. You may recall when we went to Europe, my first 

time in the European community, we met with General Goodpaster. 
He testified that where the availability was not there, there was a 
dramatic reduction in the use, in the NATO forces, as you will 
recall. They were getting very good results in the armed forces at 
that time just by some good discipline practices. 

Thank you very muc1:.. 
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Evans. 
Mr. EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
One of the primary concerns that I had in seeking this job was to 

hopefully be in a position to do something about the problem of 
drug abuse and the related crime problem. 

Just as a citizen, one of the problems that concerned me the most 
was a lack of coordination between the various drug-fighting agen
cies and drug-treatment agencies that are already in existence. 

It would seem from the figures received from the Congressional 
Budget Office, LEAA, and the Office of Drug Abuse Policy, there is 
a great deal of discrepancy in the figures of the actual spending in 
the drug abuse area. There also seems to be a real lack of informa
tion regarding othar drug related figures in this country. For 
instance, I believe, Mr. Flaherty, you said there were some 1,000 
drug related deaths per year? 
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Mr. FLAHERTY. Some say it is even higher, Mr. Evans. That is a 
very conservative figure, I might add. 

Mr. EVANS. I would certainly think so. In fact, I believe Dr. Bufe 
estimates some 432 drug related deaths in Michigan in 1974. 

So it seems my concern is correct regarding the problem in trying 
to know exactly where we are going and what we are doing. 

My question to you is whether or not there will be any recom
mendations made to the administration in reorganizing the efforts 
against drug abuse so we may more accurately determine the 
amount of money spent on the various drug abuse problems en
abling a more accurate evaluation of these programs from a cost 
effectiveness and coordinating standpoint? 

Mr. FLAHERTY. Well, I hope so. I certainly agree with you that the 
number of programs that exist throughout all the Federal agencies 
have to be evaluated, coordinated, and we have to get I think a 
better handle on it to understand what is going on. 

At the present time there is a study headed up by Dr. Peter 
Bourne, which is attempting to do just what you have mentioned. 
He is looking into all Federal agencies, Justice, HEW, any other 
agency that is dealing with the drug program. This has been 
ongoing, underway now for several weeks. 

I believe by midsummer, sometime in July, we may have better 
information for you on the coordination of all Federal programs and 
a report on that. 

Ivir. EVANS. Along that same line, Mr. Flaherty, one of the things 
that concerned a great deal of people in reading newspapers about 
the effort is a lack of cooperation between, I believe in this instance, 
the Customs Department and the Drug Enforcement Administra
tion. This has nothing to do with LEAA, but it does have to do with 
this problem. 

Do you think this recommendation will include required 
cooperation and revelation of activities between the departments 
which are dealing with this problem? 

Mr. FLAHERTY. I know that they are studying the various ap
proaches that you mentioned, about better cooperation between 
those governmental agencies such as INS, Customs, which deal with 
similar problems, such as border patrol problems. This is an area 
being discussed by Peter Bourne's committee. 

Mr. EVANS. There is another area I would like to get into; possibly 
Dr. Bufe will address this in his remarks. 

t am wondering from a cost-effective standpoint if the States' 
reporting requirements in this and all drug-related programs 
through LEAA will cause a substantial increase in the use of the 
funds allocated for administrative purposes. 

In other words, will it require a larger percentage of the States' 
money to keep records for the Federal Government? 

Mr. FLAHERTY. There is no question that to have the infol'mation 
would be an administrative cost, but I think it would be well worth 
the effort because if we do not have any information on what the 
States are doing, and they are not required to report, it is very 
difficult to evaluate what is working and what is not working. 

Whatever that cost, administrative cost, it necessarily would be 
absorbed out of LEAA funds, but I think it is going to be worth the 
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effort. I do not know if we have any projection on those costs, but it 
should not be that much, either. 

Mr. EVANS. Although it may appear inconsistent, I am asking on 
the one hand tell us what you are doing, and on the other how 
much will it cost? 

One of my major concerns is whether you will request enough 
money to cover the possible administrative increase in cost. 

Mr. GREGG. It does cost money to get information. On the other 
hand, Federal agencies often collect information that they do not 
really need. If we can be sure we are collecting the information that 
is truly essential, while at the same time trying to eliminate 
reporting of information that no one has a real use for, we may find 
we have some offsetting costs. Then we w(luld not sUbstantially 
increase administrative costs. We are going to look for such oppor
tunities in the course of doing this. 

Mr. EVANS. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much. 
I have several other questions which I think need to be addressed 

before counsel asks some questions. 
As a followup on the cooperation between the SPA's and the 

SSA's, single State agencies, does LEAA make any effort at all to 
determine whether the procedures for coordi.nation which are estab
lished are "effective," as that term is used in the 1976 
reauthorization law: 

In other words, how does LEAA really insure that "effective" is 
"effective" rather than just rhetoric? 

::.'.1r. GREGG. Yes, sir, there are several ways that might be charac
tbrized as formal and informal. 

The informal is a continuing dialog between the State planning 
agencies and the single State agencies. We hope that in this fashion 
and through the involvement of other people at the State level of 
government, that the most effective mechanisms can be developed. 

On the more formal side, we do have a program of regular and 
routine monitoring of the State planning agencies by our regional 
offices. One area which will be considered during routine monitor
ing of the State planning agencies will be: What are those proce
dures? How are they working? What does it really mean? Is it 
really happening? If there are problems, those would be reported. 

Mr. RODINO. In other words, you are not going to just be satisfied 
with the State planning agency advising you that its program is 
effective without actually--

Mr. GREGG. This will be subject to monitoring. 
Mr. RODINO. You will be sure that it is being monitored? 
Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir. 
Mr. RODINO. You know we have heard about the Shellow report 

from time to time, which as you know has caused some confusion 
among those who have believed for a long time that there is some 
direct relationship between drug addiction, drug abuse, and crime. 
Of course the Shellow report seemed to suggest at least that that is 
not the case. 

I do not know that the report was ever actually published, but I 
do know that it existed. I do not know what impact it has had. 
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Will your agency be attempting, at least, to eliminate the confu
sion and will we be in a position to understand whether there is 
that direct relationship? 

Mr. GREGG. That is very definitely the purpose of our research 
plan. 

As I mentioned briefly in my opening statement, it has been very 
frustrating to see a good amount of dollars go into this kind of 
research resulting in a very few conclusions which can be drawn. 
These are very important questions. A great deal of State and local 
funds may depend on what the correct answers are. 

We hope to develop our research program so that we will be 
getting more definitive answers to these questions. We do not want 
every study to be shot down on the basis of poor methodology or 
poor data collection. We are very much concerned about that. We 
are going about in a way that will assure we will get more definitive 
answers than we seem to have had in the past. 

Mr. RODINO. Finally, what efforts have been made to conduct a 
long-term evaluation of the TASC program. I believe the TASC has 
really produced some very beneficial results at least in the short 
run. Are there going to be any attempts to determine whether the 
findings about the short-term successes are long range and 
permanent? 

Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir, very definitely. 
We have, in fact, two efforts underway. One is part of the NIDA 

study that I mentioned. That will consider TASC clients as a subset 
of their broader followup as to the effect of drug treatment pro
grams. We also have evaluation looking toward precisely the kind of 
conditions needed in order to have successful projects in this area, 
the management issues involved in the TASC program, and the 
need for supervision. 

We think, on the basis of our experience with the program and 
some earlier studies, that this has been a very effective program. 
However, we want to have research that will validate our belief so 
we can say with great confidence that it has been worth while. 

Mr. RODINO. Thank you. 
Mr. Nellis. 
Mr. NELLIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I have some brief questions for each of our witnesses. 
Mr. Deputy Attorney General, Mr. Evans has already remarked, 

and I think you volunteered on your own that there were undoubt
edly more than 1,000 drug-related deaths last year. I am sure you 
know Mr. Bensinger has reported to this committee that in 1975 
there were over 5,200 such deaths and in 1976 some r.eduction to 
about 3,900. They are now running at the rate of about 3,200. 

Mr. FLAHERTY. The figure has gone to 5,000 per year, I under
stand, Mr. Nellis. 

Mr. NELLIS. Right; that is of course a major focus of our commit
tee, to reduce that figure; to reduce the availability of heroin, 
therefore reduce that figure. 

Also, we have been advised by various Government agencies that 
our addict population is v, ell between 600,000 and 800,000. There 
are approximately 150,000 in New York alone. 

.. 
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I think Dr. Bufe will underscore the fact that in Detroit there are 
50,000 to 60,000 addicts. So we are talking about a very, very large 
number. We are talking about 240,000 that NIDA has in treatment 
alone. These are being treated, people we caL keep track of. 

So without attemptwg to overimpress you with the terrible prob
lem we have, Mr. Deputy Attorney General, I want to ask you this 
question: In your depart.nent you have the lead agencies, you have 
LEAA, you have DEA, you have the prosecutive arm; has there 
been some attempt to get these agencies together in order to 
establish the kind of policy guidelines that will enable them to work 
more closely and in less fragm ,mted a fashion? 

Mr. FLAHERTY. Yes, Mr. Nellis. 
I have furnished to Dr. Peter Bourne's group people from our 

area in the Justice Department to work on that task force, which is 
pulling together all of the various components that deal with drugs, 
not just in enforcement but in controlled substances of all types. We 
have people working with him right now. 

You are correct that the Justice Department is involved in DEA 
as well as LEAP.. to some extent, INS, border patrol activities as 
well. All of this within the Justice Department, plus that which is 
in other departments, is now under a report-study which should be 
available, and we hope to have it available I would say sometime in 
midsummer, which. is what the people we have assigned to that 
study group are telling us. That is a very important study that is 
now going on. 

Mr. NELLIS. Of course this committee looks forward very much to 
seeing not only the plan but the results of the plan. 

I am sure that you recognize, having been the mayor of a large 
city, how significant this type of planning at the upper levels Df the 
Federal Establishment must be to the cities that ultimately get the 
burden of these narcotics-related deaths and narcotics activities. 

Thank you, Mr. Flaherty. 
Mr. FLAHERTY. Thank you. 
Mr. NELLIS, Mr. Gregg, I want to encourage you to look at this 

cha\"t, and I am going to put it in evidence, with the chairman's 
approval. 

Mr. RODINO. Without objection. 
[The chart referred to appears on page 25.] 
Mr. NELLIS. We did a very careful study of the total narcotics

related obligations of LEAA and drew on several sources for arriv
ing at these figures. One was your agency itself, another was the 
Congressional Budget Office, a third was a study prepared by the 
American Bar Association. 

I would urge you to look at it to see wherein mistakes have been 
made, if any have been made. I think I can fairly and equitably 
draw the conclusion that from the expenditures reflected in this 
chart, up to this point at least, LEAA has steadily lost interest in 
narcotics-related programs. 

One of the answers you gave to a questi<, .~.!'1ked you by the 
chairman was that the States are institutionaL:n~ their programs, 
that is to say, picking up the programs that you have funded in the 
past. 
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I am reminded of very poignant testimony before this committee 
by Mr. Sterling Johnson, the special narcotics prosecutor in New 
York, who is dying out on a limb because he has a backlog of 1,800 
cases and no money. 

My question really is this, Mr. Gregg: If a State will pick up the 
LEAA programs, institutionalize them so you do not have to fund 
them any more, why has the emphasis of the agency not continued 
in the areas of new and innovative programs? I can think of several 
that I do not see any reference to in your planning. 

Mr. GREGG. I do not believe that that is really the case. There is 
no less interest. Amounts of dollars invested is just one indicator of 
interest particularly when there are awarding and reporting delays. 

Some of the programs that we started 3 or 4 years ago are either 
being assumed by State and local governments or are being picked 
up by other Federal agencies. We are now back at a fairly early 
development stage for some new notions and ideas. 

Mr. NELLIS. Could you identify some of those for us? 
Mr. GREGG. Yes; for example, one program we are going to be 

experimenting with this coming year. We are starting off on a very 
small scale to see if we can identify addicts and drug abusers in 
prison environments 6 to 9 months before release. We will see if we 
can develop appropriate programs for them with emphasis on 
transition of those individuals into carefully supervised drug pro
grams in the communities. They will just not walk out the prison 
door and get back into the problem without some supervision. 

That is an important program. If it proves out, it could influence 
the investment of a lot of additional LEAA and other money. We 
are at a very early stage of that. We are planning it, and will be 
starting out on a limited test basis in perhaps a couple of institu
tions. The dollars would initially be small. 

Mr. NELLIS. Mr. Gregg, has that not been a function of the TASC 
program? Have you not been observing that when you divert people 
from the criminal justice system into rehabilitative services that 
you might get the same research response there? 

Mr. GREGG. We are hopeful that we can. In fact, that is one of 
several reasons for attempting this. One reason has been a reluc
tance on the part of some prison institutions to try these drug 
programs. We think that this may help in terms of demonstrating 
that for people nearing release there can be effective programs. Our 
experience with TASC has suggested that we call utilize some of the 
TASC concepts in dealing with this particular population. 

Mr. NELLIS. Are there any other new and innovative programs 
that LEAA has devised in the narcotics field now that the States 
have begun to pick up the older programs? 

Mr. GREGG. In response to an earlier question, I pointed out that 
we now have effective coordination, particularly in the area of 
sharing intelligence and joint operations between enforcement 
agencies. 

We are experimenting in a number of States, as Mr. Grimes 
stated, with more coordinated sharing of intelligence and informa
tion among enforcement agencies. If that seems to go well, we may 
want to make a heavier investment in that in the future. 

Mr. NELLIS. Are you speaking of State-to-State intelligence, State
to-city? 
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Mr. GREGG. It involves both. I had in mind interstate and intra
state efforts where there is sharing among a number of States of 
intelligence information among a number of units. 

Mr. NELLIS. What about the Federal Government, are they in
volved? For example, the DIU unit, or in TECS, the Customs 
computer system. 

Mr. GREGG. DIU I would place in a category that I mentioned 
earlier. It is son .. ething that was started 3 or 4 years ago that proved 
successful, and in ff ~t was assumed in the DEA budget in fiscal 
year 1977. DEA now has funds in its budget to fund the DIU 
concept. So I would cite that as an example of a worthwhile 
innovation or improvement that was tested out with LEAA funds, 
certainly to DEA's satisfaction and proved effective to the extent 
they were willing to include funds for it in their own budget and use 
it as an ongoing technique. 

Mr. NELLIS. I think you are absolutely right in making that 
assumption. 

Mr. Gregg, one last question. 
This committee, as you know, is focused and interested in narcot

ics abuse and control. Has LEAA ever specifically promulgated any 
standards for guidelines in the area of narcotics abuse and control? 

I am not talking about State plans now with respect to overall 
law enforcement or the criminal justice system, I am talking about 
drug abuse specifically; is there such a document? 

Mr. GREGG. The closest thing we have had to standards are these 
prescriptive packages that I mentioned, which try to bring together 
the best thinking or the best state-of-the-art information. We have 
not had anything that I would call a published guideline or a 
published standard. 

Mr. NELLIS. Are you at all encouraged by this hearing to try to 
reach something like that? 

Mr. GREGG. What we wp.nt to do comes very close to what you are 
suggesting. As we have greater experience regarding some of these 
programs, we can be much more specific in our discretionary grant 
guidelines about the nature of the programs that we fund and what 
characteristics or features they must have to be sure that they are 
going to be most effective. 

You could call those program models, or you could call them 
standards. We are trying to move more in that direction as our 
research and evaluation improves. We can develop discretionary 
guidelines close to what might be called standards. 

Mr. NELLIS. I hope that will happen, because drug abuse is not 
going to get any better without input from an agency such as yours. 

Mr. Grimes, could I ask you a question about evaluation? 
When you review a State plan, can you give us some idea of how 

you put together your preliminary evaluations with respect to 
criminal justice, how much to allocate there to law enforcement, 
how much to allocate there, what portions of law enforcement you 
would like the State to concentrate on? 

When they bring their plans to you, do you not review them and 
evaluate them? 

Mr. GRIMES. Yes, sir, every single plan is evaluated. 
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Mr. NELLIS. How do you evaluate that portion of the plan that 
deals with narcotic addiction? 

Mr. GRIMES. In that case, the narcotics specialist in the regional 
office uses a procedure that we have for all State plans. The 
specialist evaluates that particular portion of the plan to see if, in 
his professional judgment, it is adequate. 

Mr. NELLIS. What standards does he use to make that evaluation? 
Mr. GRIMES. He essentially uses standards which have been 

developed by task forces and various groups that have worked on 
the guidelines, both experts from outside our agency and people 
within the agency. They use criteria which are not specific in 
nature but rather general in nature. 

Mr. NELLIS. Are those criteria in printed or written form? 
Mr. GRIMES. Yes, sir, they are. 
Mr. NELLIS. Would you have any objection to furnishing those, 

with the approval of the Chair? 
Mr. GRIMES. Not at all. I will be happy to. 
Mr. NELLIS. We like to look at those, because some of the things 

we find in the States, for one thing, up to the point of passage of 94-
503, we understand two-thirds of the States are not in compliance 
with their own plans. We understand you only audit 15 percent of 
the States so you are not really able to tell how any of them are 
doing. 

We also understand, and I want to give this to you all at once, we 
also understand that in all the time you have been in existence you 
have only cut off one jurisdiction, and that is poor old D.C., for 
failure to comply. You have lots of failures to comply, but you have 
not cut anybody off. 

Mr. GRIMES. The District of Columbia failed to comply in more 
than just the drug abuse or drug treatment programs. 

Mr. NELLIS. I am sure they failed to comply in a lot of other areas 
as well. 

Mr. GRIMES. We have done a rather intensive review of the drug 
components of all comprehensive State plans and your statement 
regarding "two-thirds not in compliance" is in a very strict sense, 
noncompliance. They fall in the continuum of not satisfactory--

Mr. NELLIS. Do you make a distinction between strict compliance, 
strict noncompliance, and not satisfactory compliance? 

Mr. GRIMES. Yes, we certainly do. In many cases inadequate 
information is transmitted to us. Upon receipt of additional infor
mation, we found they were in compliance. 

In addition, we have placed special conditions on all of the plans 
that were in noncompliance. We attempt to bring them into compli
ance in 90 days. Subsequent to that, we may have had some 
problem with special conditions, and we found that really we could 
not hold certain States to a special condition. Now, though, we do 
have all States under a condition that will bring them into 
compliance. 

In addition, we are providing models to show the States in which 
program areas they need to improve their enforcement and 
treatment. 

Mr. NELLIS. Mr. Grimesl your only sanction it seems to me is to 
cut off a State that is in noncompliance, is that correct? 
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Mr. GRIMES. Only sanction? 
Mr. NELLIS. Yes; the only remedy you have for correcting that 

situation. 
Mr. GRIMES. That is the final sanction, not the only one. 
Mr. NELLIS. What are the other sanctions? Can you withhold 

funds? 
Mr. GRIMES. We can withhold funds, we can divert funds, we can 

stop funding of new programs. 
Mr. NELLIS. Have you ever done any of those? 
Mr. GRIMES. Yes, sir, we have done all of those. 
Mr. NELLIS. In the various States? 
Mr. GRIMES. Yes. 
Mr. NELLIS. Could we have the review for the committee's records 

of those States where you have acted in that manner? 
Mr. GRIMES. Yes, sir. 
[The information referred to follows:] 
Each year, LEAA reviews comprehensive plans submitted by each state for 

utilization of Part C and Part E block grant funds. Once a state's plan is approved, it 
receives an allocation of funds based on its respective population. The LEAA review 
determines compliance with statutory and guideline requirements. Where a plan, or 
parts of a plan, are found not in compliance, the Agency may request revision, 
special condition the use of funds, witthhold funds, or reject the plan. In the great 
majority of cases, the latter, more drastic remedies are not necessary to assure 
compliance. 

The committee has in its files a summary of reviews of 1977 comprehensive plans. 
The summary indicates instances where aspects of the plans were found not 
acceptable, and steps taken to correct th:; '::"f'iciencies noted. 

Mr. WOLFF. I would like to know j~ you have any other remedies. 
For example, if you find diversion of funds for other uses-and I am 
not talking about noncompliance but rather about the actual diver
sion of funds for perhaps an almost illegal fashion-do you have 
any record of any States or organizations that have used funds in 
this fashion? 

Mr. GRIMES. We have had individual cases that have been turned 
over to the appropriate authorities where there was illegal use of 
funds. Adjudication proceedings have been initiated. More fre
quently, we find unallowable expenditures where a grantee said he 
was going to expend funds for one purpose, but diverted them to 
other areas. 

Mr. WOLFF. Have there been any prosecutions on illegal use of 
funds in this program at all? 

Mr. GREGG. There have been, particularly in the earlier period of 
the program. I can give you a list of those incidents. 

Mr. WOLFF. Thank you. 
[The information referred to is in the committee files.] 
Mr. WOLFF. One final point while I have the time from counsel. 
This question of discrepancy in our figures and your figures is 

something which r think must be reconciled. With the permission of 
the Chair I would like to make a request that the agency furnish for 
the record a more accurate picture of what the real reflection of the 
facts are, and if we can, where these figures are inaccurate? 

Mr. GREGG. Yes. 
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[The information referred to follows:] 
LEAA must stand by the expenditure information submitted to the Committee at 

the June 8 hearing. While some slight revision might result from adding in awards 
reported since the hearing, the difference would not be significant. These figures are, 
of course, subject to the limitations noted in the response to Item I, above, as well as 
those indicated in testimony before the Committee. It should also be pointed out that 
the data requested by the Committee is difficult to compile. LEAA's computerized 
system does not utilize the same funding categories as requested by the Committee. 

It was, therefore, necessary to utilize judgement in placing certain types of 
programs in various categories. Because it is not possible under the system used to 
identify projects as purely "drug research," "treatment," "education," "training" or 
other categories, some overlap in reporting also resulted. Many projects fit into more 
than one narrow category and would be reflected in the data in several instances. 

Mr. WOLFF. Thank you. 
Mr. RODINO. This is of course strictly related to drug-related 

programs. 
Mr. NELLIS. I have a final question. 
Mr. RODINO. I would like to get to Dr. Bufe. 
Mr. NELLIS. I will do it in just a minute. 
Mr. Gregg, I think you stated earlier that the narcotics specialists 

in the LEAA regional offices are DEA officials, special agents? 
Mr. GREGG. Yes. 
Mr. NELLIS. How are they in a position to evaluate treatment 

components in State plans? The special agents I have met are 
excellent in law enforcement, but I do not think they are experts in 
treatment areas. 

Mr. GREGG. That has been an issue. We have in a number of our 
regional offices other professional staff that have some background 
in this area. In some of our regions, the corrections staff, for 
example, is very experienced regarding projects like the TASC 
program or other programs for treatment in institutions. 

Mr. Grimes might better comment on this. It is my impression 
that, as these people stay with LEAA for awhile, though their real 
expertise and background is in enforcement, they become interested 
and informed in these other areas. I would certainly not say that 
they become expert because there are not very many experts in the 
country in some of these fields, much less in our regional offices, 

Mr. NELLIS. People with NIDA would disagree. . 
I think if you ever said to Dr. DuPont that DEA agents could 

become experts in treatment, he would have--
Mr. GRIMES. As a matter of fact, our correction specialists in the 

regions review the treatment programs. They have done studies 
that reveal the one-third/two-thirds compliance issue that you 
raised before, sir. 

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Frey, 
Mr. FREY. I apologize for being late. I have two other hearings 

going on the breeder reactor. 
I have one question. In the statistics that LEAA puts together, do 

you have any breakdown on the number of individuals associated 
with organized crime that we have issued a warrant for that have 
either posted bail and skipped or just skipped; second, the convic
tion record of those in organized crime? 

We were told a while back that one out of three identifiable with 
organized crime are put on probation. Can you either testify to that 
now or put that in the record? 
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Mr. FLAHERTY. We do not keep those figures in LEAA, but it is 
quite possible that DEA may have figures in that area, and perhaps 
we could help in that sense with DEA, finding if they have such 
figures. 

Mr. FREY. Fine, thank you. 
Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Flaherty and Mr. Gregg, 

Mr. Grimes. 
We will now hear from Dr. Noel C. Bufe, Administrator of the 

Michigan Office of Criminal Justice Programs. 
Dr. Bufe, we know you have a prepared statement. You may 

proceed to present it. I suggest that you might summarize it. We 
will insert this in its entirety in the record. 

TESTIMONY OF NOEL C. BUFE, ADMINISTRATOR, 
MICHIGAN OFFICE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS 

Dr. BUFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I will proceed to do that. Because of the lateness of the hour I will 

just touch on the highlights and then be available for questions. 
The first part of the testimony deals with a statement of the 

problem in a number of different dimensions. In the light of the 
discussion this morning, and knowing of your interest in the area, 
in describing the problem I would can your attention to the text 
because we have attempted to measure it in a number of different 
ways. The bottom line, in that section of the presentation, acknowl
edges the seriousness of the problem in our State. We proceed in the 
testimony to develop the response that our State has developed in 
regard to the narcotics and drug abuse problem, and attempt to 
point out the comprehensiveness of our response and to make a 
point that we feel that no single remedy is the answer, and our 
program thusly has been developed across a broad range of program 
activity. 

Our efforts at the very beginning were designed to institutionalize 
much of the startup work that LEAA made possible. I think that 
was in compliance with the intent of the program which was to 
provide seed money for important things to be done, and for State 
and local governments to pick up then on the good parts of the 
program. 

I think we have demonstrated good faith in that regard, and our 
testimony points to the institutionalized components of the program 
that are ongoing now as a result of LEAA. 

This speaks to the question of the committee members about why 
it appears that drug investments of LEAA are so low. There is 
absolutely no way we could have the program today that we have in 
the area of narcotics and drug abuse had not the State and local 
governments institutionalized the important parts of what LEAA 
was able to start. 

For example, in the treatment area alone we are spending over 
$20 million; we don't get that much through the total LEAA 
program in Michigan for all the work that has to be done in 
criminal justice. LEAA was very important in starting something, 
and the State and localities have now picked it up. 
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We go on to state that there is still much more that could be 
done. I think the committee is interested in this. I think we have to 
do a better job of telling you what your drug program is in the 
States. I don't think there is any question about that. But there is 
much more than can be done, and the bottom line of the testimony 
gets to the point of the funding levels of LEAA. 

We think we have been responsible and responsive to not only 
this problem but others, but we cannot continue to do the innova
tive and important things that have to be done if the support is not 
forthcoming. 

I would point out, as I did in the testimony that I prepared, that 
under the reauthorization act of 1976 we do now have the authority 
to do more of the evaluation and monitoring kinds of things that 
you discussed this morning with the use of action moneys. I would 
point out quickly that at the same time that this will give us 
important information, it does cut into use of action money to meet 
the street problem. 

I believe the material in the statement tells a story of how our 
State has gone about programing activity to deal with the narcotics 
and drug abuse problem. 

If we assess the harm and loss caused by drugs, which we 
attempted to do through the testimony, the expenditures are well 
worthwhile and we obviously feel they should be continued. We will 
continue funding local projects for narcotics investigation as long ad 
they are within local and State priorities and meet operational 
guidelines and dollars are available. 

Programs we have funded have been continued almost totally 
with local funds, in some cases not to the extent that they were 
started with, but in all cases the effort was continued. 

We must also seek to better educate people toward less abuse of 
controlled substances, whether alcohol, pot, or heroin. So whether 
we support enforcement, treatment, or education programs, 
sharpened by what evaluation has taught us, we feel LEAA support 
is vital and necessary to continue our efforts. 

This leads me to an urgent recommendation. If this Congress 
adopts its current recommended level of funding for the LEAA 
program, we will be 25 percent below the 1976 level, and 20 percent 
below the 1977 funding level, which is the current year. We need 
Federal aid to support promising concepts demonstrated over the 
past 8 years, and which I have attempted to highlight. 

Drug investigation is just one of many areas that will suffer if the 
cuts are approved. It must also be noted that the Crime Control Act 
of 1976 added substantially more requirements for offices like the 
one I am a part of. More and more of our time, money, and effort 
goes to preparing reports and filling out questionnaires. This seri
ously impacts our performance of the basic mission, which is to get 
the action on the street. 

At the risk, Mr. Chairman, of skipping over parts of the testi
mony that are of particular interest to you, I think I should close in 
light of the hour and thank you for this opportunity to be with you 
and share views on the LEAA program and State and local involve
ment. I offer at this time to answer any questions. 

Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Dr. Bufe. 
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Doctor, we have heard the previous witnesses mention the TASC 
program and the way it has worked, and it seems to have met with 
a great deal of approval. I notice that in your prepared statement· 
you also point out the success of this program. Do you feel that the 
funding that has been provided in that area, and of course as I see 
from your statement LEAA put $800,000 into TASC in Detroit, do 
you think first of all that that amount of money was well spent 
when you consider the results of TASC? 

Dr. BUFE. I think it was a very important commitment, and I 
think it was money well spent. I think we could challenge that 
every doUar was or was not expended effectively. This was a 
learning experience. I think we have learned something very impor
tant frem it. The testimony goes on to suggest that the recidivism 
rate as a result of that involvement has improved. That is knowl
edge we have gained out of it in addition to the good that the 
individual people received as well as society generally. 

Mr. RODINO. How would you evaluate the program as compared to 
others that have been tried? 

Dr. BUFE. In terms of the bottom line, what we have done to 
reduce recidivism, I think it has been quite effective. I think we 
have had successes in terms of management that might even be 
better, but here again this was a startup kind of activity in which 
we learned from it, and I think it was a good investment. 

Mr. RODINO. Have you any idea at all as to the percentage of 
those who didn't go back into crime, those who were helped by the 
'rASC program? 

Dr. BUFE. My testimony, which I will read to you, says that 
recidivism among drug addicts prior to this program was 32 percent. 
The rate for those probationed since the program started is 17 
percent. And I think that is a considerable finding for such a short 
time with such a small investment. 

Mr. RODINO. Let me go to another area which has been of 
considerable interest to me and many others and, unfortunately, 
hasn't been addressed as I think it should be addressed because of 
the magnitude of the problem and it relates to women. I have been 
gathering data and have been finding that, unfortunately, there has 
been no attempt to specifically address the problem of women in the: 
area of drug abuse, alcohol, et cetera. Yet I find that the statistics, 
the data, have shown a tremendous increase in addiction in this 
area with a concomitant increase in crime. What programs specifi
cally targeting treatment of women and minorities have been devel
oped in your State? 

I would like to point out that in 1975 I sponsored an amendment 
to the Drug Abuse Treatment Act which focused attention on this 
problem and urged that there be more emphasis :;-iven to this 
problem. Can you tell me what has been done in your State? 

Dr. BUFE. I think what I would like to do is reserve a reaction to 
that, and I will write it to you, but it is my impression, because I 
have been involved in the development of some of these programs, 
that we make no effort to discriminate in terms of design of the 
program for either women or men, but I would want to verify this. 

My impression, Mr. Chairman, is that they are being attended to 
equally. I sense the concern you have about the increase in female 
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involvement with crime and with these drug abuse problems. I feel 
quite comfortable, because I have seen women involved in our 
programs onsite and I feel quite comfortable we are being respon
sive equally to both sexes, but I will verify that. It is a good 
question. 

Mr. RODINO. I appreciate your being frank about not being' able to 
give me an immediate response. I would, however, appreciate re
ceiving your thoughts on this problem. 

Dr. BUFE. I will. 
[The information referred to follows:] 
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fH''ollnr. .\Iltl ~).Ir{)l,' .llld pt'lh.llltJi1 (d ... ·hl.l.' .. 
Ul'! .1U1,1' 01 litl' rd.III'v"lv .. m,11! tltJfl'!)f'r of \\UllU tl 

I (IlnOlltJl'.1 10 ((lrrl" IlIm .. ,> .... h'111, 1I1111ugluJUf tlli' 
n.11101l, \111 !l'tv b.l'~ fH'\I'r hl't'fl fop t'd 10 1(101.. ,)! 
ttl('lt flt't'I" Illt'lr ju;Uo,lflg. Iht'I' trl',\fl1H'n! 

()rl!V re·t 1'I1!1~, ,\.,,11 IfH tl',hlllg ,11 .. M('nl· ... '. 01 ,(Ii 
' .... o"1(1n'\ probfl·m ... ,lfId 1111' grH\\II1!: {rllllt' r,1h' 
(I!11.mg \'-nnwn, h"" Illl' km,lll' 1l1fC'ndpr ht'}:IIf! .,. 
rt'( PI"!' !lornl' "lft'nllon 

In MrdlJgJn, c "m Nil hlr lilt, IJh' flf \\OITII'" 

nlh'rulN'" h,l'. !H'I'U .,1{,Jlft!\- J..;fll\\-!Ilg In tht, puhlrf 
.llltf PCI\.ll" '>I't for (Olll "til \\,1" dlu ... trJ!t'd 11) ,hi' 
[)('tt'mll('r. II};: •. l.lkl'llH'C HIrtH' \\'nnwn· ... f)I~I ... I!)n 
nf thl' f}drllll HlHl'>t' fll (orrt'l floll Odlt)( UI h 
Ihl" .,1..111',> (mr('IIIIlI1't 1l1·,l.,rlltil'l1l. 

f'rt'\I()u .. ly fUll h\- liw (ltv (,I Ildrolt. Ihl') 
'in·H'M·nld pri';OI1 HI rl'ynlmJlh TiI\ ... ,\"h,., I'> ,>n 
tIItHhw~'n fhal m.unh'l1Jnl f' 1'. \1 IU~ltl'; b.'lIh~ 
Although lh {otlJ~W-'>hlt' arr.lllgt·rlll'n! !'> pfdb.lbl, 
motp hum.1tH' fh.ln a \ (,Ii blot II. 1Il ,>[!JtH' (It tt~I' [lUfr 
n1.ilr 11l')lilpllon'., tht., pn':lnn tl.'" IW(I,ln,' ,11"11)..,r 

t"Ul1tl'lPfOtiIHfi\rI' ht'{Ju .... 1)1 It". [ont!IIHltl 

All WIJOII'r1 1l,I1VI( II'd oJ it'i<lIHt' .... Ih "-'lu h,g.n Ml' 

'l(~nt II) Ihplr in.,tl!tulllH Itl I.,,1,)\( of !fJ~6 flu' dlyl'>,oli 
hou!t<(ld .wn Wnf1l('tl 't'loil' •• mil :-'~j tlll<,dCJflltlitrlh. 
1 t1t~ .lVN<lgl' numht'r of wtllTwn f(';0I1., at DpHo( () 
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r~m.:il~ I,Uendcu h.l\,to $pcd.:il needs --parlilul.arly 
in Ihe .lft·a, of medic.al ure - Ih."It m.lle prisoners 
do nol, Allhou~h itnJlro\'ing. mC!diul c;:arc :al Ihe 
Women', Division or Ih(' Ot/trait House of Cnrtrec. 
tlQn Is sUU conlhJefcd inadcqu.llo. 

Df:t RnlT HOUSE or CORnECTION, 
WOMENS OIVISItlN 
f' {J. Hl;'".; .111. t"vrrl., IHI, .;iI1 ,',i. f'I!'\',t' 
( ;1:1,).1"\'1 .1t)",) t 1,,'1\ fro 1:11).< ,f 
II, Jr,,11 II; :.!,I,· In " .. , I"t., I, i·I/:.1 

It., }. lit. :)1" !IV'" ,.\' J,.,'~' l0.'t; 
,1,1" !I'!, II'; ~,' ,u.r1 IJ~' 

Ul Jlr~, \\\1, ':'(1.'\. Jun',d!( IInns \\t)ilh srnt('nt I' 

mhdl'.lllln.lnh In 111(' in .. flfUlitlO p.lY h) Ihe !)tat'" the 
rJrr dwftl (o.,!" (II fllt'lc hnUSlnt-t 

Ur";idl''1 thf' ph\)il,lI ((1fuiiliufl of th(' In'llitutltll\, 
Ufl ,llf11t'lll prllgr,vnnllhg (or tlw \\.0"1('11 pi IStlnCn i'i 
(>l(/r('IlH'h Ilnult'd, pMt1wf,uly In VOl..-,1IiollJI edura
tum. 

"(lnll~ 1lllprOVPfllt'nh .11 ~11' MPJS h,l\(t ')',' '.Hrrd. 
tl('~"'I''''·C . .,/fH(l ·.f.llt' Itlk(,o\o(1r, 

ElJ· .. lf rt'II11'lhM P,hH alum, prqlarlliion hH the 
r;I'f1l'tJ! Hilt ..111(11) (){"\t\!t'JH11f'nt Il''il .'nd high 
", hl.,ul (unlplt'llnn ,UI' tlfh'r{'d hy an cnlarh(td 
t',fUlJIHltl,ll :>I.lff .ll Hw In<;trlution. Tltr" hl."inr/i$ 
"tht to l'du(.ltI(ItJ )H.\;~r"m h,l5. b('('rl l''(p.ll1rird. 

("ollt'gl' f rl'dl!s (.HI lw PJtfwd Ihrough,-l prngrJm 
olfN('ci .. ll th(~ Hhtd~l1l\ln h'r ~\ hUlIllr,,11 Ctl!h;'J.l('. 
11\.)niJ. U.llolll\- II'n II, .,!:'j ''''Un1C'n .:in' p.uht 'p.ll1ng 
~l .w\, l!1\"I'n IIITH'. l.,\ltllt' fI,!,.IIh"lh ,Ill' III Iht. d..J')!oes 
\\dILllItt cU'Iht 

In ttll' .1rr,1 1)1 \1), ,.ltltlnJi C'r:hH oltion Iht~ oplaJilS 
dti' IUTIIIl'rl but f'~PJndm~~. The mo,>, r;Ub'1l.mlilll 
progrJPl m\oh,p'!.o Iht~ IIlstllulion, s, hC'I)lu .. lft Lui. 
It'1W c:lnd th~ "l)lflCJulh CrntN tor Ilum.!1l Oc
\"dopnwnt. 

Qu,lIlfl('d \\-olth'n l In 1('.'Un to b~ must' il~si~t"nl'ii, 
(hlfd eJr(, workt'l~ ,lnd t('arher's aidt's in thiS 
pruWllln \'.I1I(.h I~ undN Ih(' dicNttOIl of the 
l ()ih'sr. Tt.ltn{'d worllrn priS(lONS WtHk With the 
hlUld, Iflfinn ph~·slr.llfr .:md mrntolJiy handicnppcd 
pallen15- Jt the' U'nlrr 'l,im C' the program stMlcd in 
lqn "hout :-0 pN (tnt lIf thr ",onun hav(' found 
ftlf:\" In prtt\)tr ,1t1d rub!!t in<jtitufllll~~ \-,hieh t,:afr (or 
fir tr"In h,lnd"'JPPf'fJ (Jf III pN'ionS A nUlllb~r of 
""'[lmt·n w"o pMIH.ipJkd In IhC' pmsrJ.m while at 
(1pHnCn now .. ~nrk fulf·t.ow ilt th\'> (enter. 
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CRIMES FOR WHICH FEMALE FELONS 

ARE SERVING TIME AT DEHOCO 

NUMBER OF 
.9££gI~~ ____ . __ . ___ . _. _____ I'RE"!!~R1 

Larceny from Bulldlny 
Second Degree Murder 
Manslaughter 
Armed Robbery 
PrIson Escape 
Uttering and Publishing 
Unlawful Sale of Narcotic 
Assault w/intenl to Rob Armed 
First Oegree Murder 
Carrying a Concealed Weapon 
Burglary 
Forgery 
Larceny from Person 
Receiving Slolen Property 

44 
29 
24 
18 
16 
15 
14 

12 

Violation of Check Law 4 

Unarmed Robbery 3 
Checks w/o Account or Fund 3 
Assault w/lntent Greal Body Harm Less than Murder 
Larceny 
Kidnapping 
Entering wlo Breaking 
possession of Narcotic 
Larceny by Conversion 
Cruelty to Children 
Welfare fraud Over $500 
Other Offenses 

A program of on-the.job training is assuriol\tld 
't\-1th the business offlrc ('duration progrolm. and a 
imall. informal training st'!)sion in dl'ntallaborJlOry 
1ethnology is offered to a few reSidents undf'r the 
dlre<:tion of the institution's dentist, 

Classes In food 'iervices art· underway as well as a 
Course in paise and self· confidence. which is part 
of the academic school. t\ program of hotnl' 
",~3gement, Including budgeting. nUlrition. ('hlld 
Qre and basic mechanical training is planned. 

Also on the drawing board is family counsE'ling 
and Instruction In job.seeking and interviewing 
ted!nlque,. 

The department al!to is investigating the possibil. 
Ity of locating a prison industry at th{' sill' to 
",ovlde more Job, for the women. 

Beyond these limited vocalional offerings, r~'ii· 
den" Can hold In,lIlullon.1 Jobs wh"h pay aboul S5 
ttnts a day In the cannery. the st.'wing room, (he 

tchens, On yard deltlll and in housekeeping. They 

2 

11 

also Ciln act ilS nurses aides in the lnslilution's 
infirmary. 

Although the recreation prugram is limited 
because of space. the institution does have a 
full·time recrealion director. There arc rollerskat· 
mc, baseball. table lennis, pool and physical fitness 
and health care classes available. 

For leisure lime activities, there is a small library 
serviced by the Dt>lroit Public Library, a knitting 
dub and several organizations which draw support 
from outside groups. 

Among these organizations are: Two clubs for 
those serving life and long ~entences assisted by 
Ihe Ameri(an Association of University Womcn f a 
chapler of the Jaycelts, it self awareness group and 
some religious organizations. Informal hobbycrah 
activiti(>s involve some women, The institution is In 
thl' pratt'5S or gelting a law library, 

'

Group and individual counseling is also provided. 

For drug abusers there is SHAR House, one of the 
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more attractive cottages omang the nine 4Q·bed 
units. This therapeutic community, run b)' a private 
organization based In Detroit, currently Ireals about 
30 women In a highly structured setling. 

As In the male Instltullons, selected women are 
offered the department's parole contract (sec 
section on parole contracts), 

Religious counseling and programs are provided 
by part·lime contractually-paid chaplains. 

Women prisoners have special problems not 
round In male institutions that must be attended !o 
_ among them the need (or specialized medical 
care. Minor medical care is offered in the 
institution'S antiquated and substandard infirmary 
which was scheduled for improvement in 1976. A 
full· time physician, a part-lime dentist. a dental 
technician and six nurses make up the slaf( at the 
Inffrmary. Several I also are available on a 

I 
'. 

;;;:;t~ .. 
... '1' ", 
~ ... 
~-
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«,"HarlUal basis; il gynec-olORist rt-'gularly visifS the 
in'\llIullon. Seriuus'nu'dital pruhll'ml.; .n,' h.lIlt" .. ·rl 
at Iht, Wayne County. GI·m'r.ll Hu'pil.1l. 

Althuugh many imprnvt.>nll'nlS tuvl' bl'en "Mdt' in 
programming lor the (l'mall' olhmdt'r 011 O('HuCu. 
Ihl' (ondllions of the pri'\{)n mala' I~i" ," .. lllullofl , 
highly undesirabl •. 

lhl' stale plans 10 abandon the prISon In mid· 1977 
when a new 510.5 millIOn wUOlen's in'itllution IS 
completed In Pit1sfirld Townljhip Ilt'o),r Yp!lilJnli. It ,s 
10 house about 270 wontl'n (('Ions With the 
responsibility (or thE.' care of the misd"'JmnanI5 
going bark to the jurisdictions from which thl')' ilre 
'\l'ntencf'd. 

Until the n('w prison is dOlH'. QPP0rlumtics (or 
the imprisont.·d (('male felon art' IimlH'ct in Michi· 
gan. 

Women offenders In MlchlSJIn find ,esplle from the tedium 01 prison life by pursing hobble, ,lind krt'ping In louch with the outside 
world Ihl'Ouah Icf~;thone- prhiltzel .and fmtlh.' vlslls. 

6S 
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Mr. RODINO. It seems that this problem has really been neglected 
and has not been properly addressed. As a matter of fact, forums 
have been conducted in this area, and I addressed a forum a couple 
of years ago, a national forum, on women, alcohol, and drug abuse, 
and I was surprised frankly at the lack of emphasis in this area and 
the lack of awareness as to the need to really address the problem. 

There is in the office of NIDA a Special Assistant for Women's 
Concerns which has made an attempt to address these problems. I 
was hopi.ng that, with LEAA, and with the other agencies that 
recogniz1a the need, they would see to it that something is done in 
this area. 

And we are talking about crime, and we know that, unfortu~ 
nately, drug addiction when it comes to women leads to prostitu~ 
tion, it leads to a deteriorating life, and it affects the community at 
large, so that I feel it is about time that we begin to address this 
problem. 

Dr. BUFE. I feel quite comfortable, but I will ir,vestigate that 
specifically. I should point out too in our State we have a number of 
womlim involved in the commission activity relating to criminal 
justice and to some oJ' the special abuse areas. As a matter of fact, 
we have leadership through women in that regard. I feel very 
comfortable because I have seen women involved, but I want to 
verify it to be sure. 

Mr. RODINO. Thank you. 
Mr. Chairman? 
Mr. WOLFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Dr. Bufe, we are grateful for your contribution here. I must say, 

since you come from an area that impacts upon John Conyers' 
Judiciary subcommittee that is responsible for oversight of LEAA, I 
am sorry that he is not here today to hear your testimony. I am 
sure that he is busy in another area and will review it. He has been 
one of the prime drug fighters in this Congress and we are very 
fortunate to have a man like that in the Congress. 

I would just like to address myself to the fact that I am from New 
York, and we have been the drug capital of the world until you 
recently took over the mantle, according to some of the newspapers. 

Dr. BUFE. I would probably argue with you on that. 
Mr. WOLFF. Under any circumstance, they indicated that some of 

your cities have been a major focus of activity by some of the drug 
traffickers. To what do you attribute this great increase of activity 
in your area? 

Dr. BUFE. That is a real hard question. It would be speculation, I 
suppose, to get into that. I have my own impressions. I tend to feel 
that we have only begun to really learn about the extent of the 
problem. Our information systems have only in recent years been 
implemented to begin to tell about our problems. You have spoken 
to the Federal representatives this morning about the problem of 
information. I think one of the very significant issues in that regard 
is that we are only beginning to be in a better position to learn 
about our problem more specifically. It could be I suppose because 
the countermeasure activity that we have instituted hasn't been 
sufficient. 

Mr. WOLFF. You'are one of the States that are not in compliance, 
as I understand it, with LEAA. Is that correct? 
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Dr. BUFE. I don't know. I don't know that we are not. 
Mr. WOLFF. We have been told that your State is one of the States 

that is not in compliance, 
Dr. BUFE. With what? Do you know specifically? 
Mr. WOLFF. The previous voluntary requirements on the assess

ment programs, I have been told by counsel. 
Dr. BUFE. Are you talking about evaluation or what? 
I would just like to point out the criminal justice problem is a 

very broad, comprehensive kind of a beast, and I am not aware I am 
not in compliance with anything. 

Mr. WOLFF. I was just wondering whether or not you felt that was 
a restrictive factor in your ability to cope with the problem? In 
other words, the compliance required by LEAA, and specifically the 
part E reporting requirements, which I have just received from staff 
just now. I don't really think that has any relevance to the basic 
thrust of my question, but I am just wondering whether or not you 
find that the restrictions placed upon you by LEAA impair your 
efforts in any fashion, or are they really necessary? 

Dr. BUFE. Well, I made a statement in the testimony that we are 
and in the futUre we will be, required to do even more compliance 
type of activities, and while we are doing this, obviously we cannot 
be involved in the street activity. I do find it somewhat restrictive, 
and I can tell you for a fact that this coming year, in light of the 
congressional expression up to this point of a reduced level of 
funding, that more and more of our action-related resources will be 
devoted to compliance reporting, administrative kinds of things that 
I feel are nice, but not as important as getting the job done on the 
street. 

Mr. WOLFF. Do you have any handle at all on the drug relation
ship to street crime in your area, percentagewise? 

Dr. BUFE. It is a very difficult thing to nail down, but I would 
tend to agree with the statement of I believe the committee chair
man that it is probably around one-half as a contrihuting factor to 
crime. 

Mr. WOLFF. I am sure that the reasons for your receiving in
creased Federal funding are very valid. However, since street crime 
is primarily local crime, is this not also a responsibility of the local 
enforcement people as well? 

Dr. BUFE. I would agree, and I think the record is very clear in 
our State. I cannot speak for others, and I hope you will talk to 
other States. I think the record is very clear we have acted responsi
bly. I point to the effort of our State to become involved in the 
treatment dimension of the problem, and we have invested in the 
past few years a program that now totals about $20 million a year. 
We have done many other things at the State and local level to cope 
with the problem because, obviously, it is a big contributing factor. 

We think we could do more innovative things. When you deal 
with a new idea and you are starting up new activities it just seems 
to me we can do a lot better job of accelerating the kinds of things 
we are ultimately shooting for. I think we have demonstrated that 
in the period of this program, and I am just sorry that Congress 
doesn't feel that way. 
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I point out in the testimony that we haven't given up on other 
social issues. We have the unemployment issue which is part of the, 
crime problem too. Congress sticks with unemployment and job 
funds, but I get the feeling that we are not very excited at the 
congressional level to stick with the problem of crime. 

I have a lot of other things to do in our State in terms of 
innovative programing to deal with the drug problem, and I can 
assure you if you fund at the $600 million level I am not going to be 
able to get much of it done. It is going to take a. lot longer to do it, 
because LEAA money is for startup, and our pickup record is clear. 
The record is before you, and I think we can make progress. 

Mr. WOLFF. Dr. Bufe, I must preface this question with a remark. 
The question was asked before by the gentleman from Florida 
relative to organized crime and its activities. I must preface my 
remarks, however, by stating to you the great concern that I have 
relative to the stereotype that is created by the word "organized" 
crime. It brings to mind the old groups that were in organized crime 
referred to at one time as a Mafia relationship, and what have you. 
I should like to at this point disabuse many of the people who 
attempt to stereotype organized crime into this area. Today in the 
drug field with regard to organized cr1me so far as I am concerned, 
its complexion has changed completely. With respect to traffickers 
in drugs, the organized crime figures have been Chinese, they have 
been Jewish, they have been black, Chicano, all other types of 
groups, and therefore when I pose this question to you of organized 
crime I wish you would address it in its total structure rather than 
in the very narrow structure that has been stereotyped. 

Do you find an intrusion of organized crime activities in your 
area, specifically in the drug field? 

Dr. BUFE. I would much prefer that this question be addressed to 
the law enforcement officials in our State because they are obvi
ously in a better position to do that. It is my impression that there 
has been intrusion of organized crime into the drug trafficking 
business, and again I am going to answer in that scope that you 
gave me, not specifically by anyone group. I felt for awhile they 
were out of that trafficking, but it seems to me that they have come 
back into it. 

However, I think it would be much more helpful to yonr commit
tee to get that directly from our director of State police, or perhaps 
from our chief of police in Detroit. 

Mr. WOLFF. I wonder if you could perhaps act somewhat as 
intermediary for us and get that response for the committee? 

Dr. BUFE. Yes, sure. 
[The information referred to follows:] 
Dr. Bufe provided the committee with a letter describing several occurrences in 

Michigan that lead the State police to conclude such events are "sufficient to 
establish the basis of a reasonable cause to believe there is organized crime involve
ment." (The letter is in the committee files.) 

Mr. WOLFF. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Frey. 
Mr. FREY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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In your treatment program, in putting it together, have you 
consulted other States such as California or any other States to see 
what they do? 

Dr. BUFE. Have we done that? 
Mr. FREY. Yes. 
Dr. BUFE. Yes, our people who are involved in the treatment 

dimension of our program are very close to their counterparts in 
the other States. 

Mr. FREY. I just wondered did you base it on any other particular 
State when you put it together. 

Dr. BUFE. We have had help from some of the west coast States, 
particularly California, Arizona, New York, some other eastern 
States. 

Mr. FREY. California is probably one of the few States that really 
has kept decent records over a period of time and afterwards 3 
years for the people who entered the program. As of a few years ago 
only 17 pecent are not back in the program. But that is not bad, 
really. 

I think that sometimes we look at the percentages and really 
knock the programs, but I think, practically speaking, after 3 years 
if you can take 17 percent of it out with all the problems you have 
of people going back into the street, back in the same atmosphere, 
that is not bad at all, and I think you use the figure that Chairman 
Rodino did of 17 percent before. 

Dr. BUFE. Yes; of course Mr. Rodino has the same figure I came 
out 'with. I guess I share your feeling. I think any progress we make 
at all is important. 

Mr. FREY. I do too, and of course, as you know, there are even 
programs in California which help somebody get a job after they get 
out. When they get through the facilities there are halfway houses 
for them to live in. I spent some time out there going through the 
program and looking at it, and while there is no program, or there 
are certainly no things for a heroin addict as such, they did seem to 
have some flexibility in it also. 

How many people do you project are going to go through your 
treatment program in the next few years? Do you have any idea? 

Dr. BUFE. I think I can retrieve that. I don't happen to know right 
off hand. 

[The information referred to follows:] 
The information system to track those in treatment only recently became oper

ational. On March 31, 1976, there were 12,564 persons in treatment in Michigan. The 
table of treatment modality follows: 
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UUllzltion Rlt81 by Modality and Environment 
For Drug Treatment Unll. 

N.tlonsl Drug Abu ... Treatment UtIll.uUon Surveyt 
Prevalence Date March 31, 1976 

Actual CI/e"t. I" Treatment 
Client Environment 

-------- ------
Out- Resi- tnpatient 

Modality pallent denhat Daycora Hospital Poson TOTALS 

Drug-Free 5,471 447 35 38 234 6,225 

Dotoxi"c~lion 479 2 0 29 350 860 

Malnlenance 5,468 2 0 0 0 5,470 

Ot~er 0 0 0 8 9 

TOTALS. 11,418 451 35 68 592 12,564 

Parc""t Ulil/ZIIlIon 
Client Environment 

Out- Res,- Inpatient 
Modal'ty Patient dent.al Daycare Hospital Prison TOTALS 

Drug.Free 79 90 83 7E1 123 81 

Deloxification 97 33 0 66 67 8t 

Mainlenance 9t 25 0 0 0 91 

Other 0 0 0 100 40 43 

TOTALS 85 87 83 72 81 85 

t Sponsored by the National Institute on Drug Abuse through the State of Michigan Integrpted Drug 

Abuse Reporting Process (IDARP). 
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Mr. FREY. You are obviously short of people, facilities, halfway 
houses, and all that. Maybe also for the record you could provide 
what you think you would need as a budgetary matter to be able to 
do what you want in the treatment area. 

Dr. BUFE. OK; that is available, and I just don't want to misin
form you. I want to be very exact. 

[The information referred to follows:] 
Actually, in the treatment area, we are meeting the Jemand right now. Most 

programs are not at full capacity. If more funds were available, the greater need is 
for better data collection, training, evaluation, and planning. Our Substance Abuse 
Office feels that $1-$2 million spread over State and local coordinating agenciep 

(added to $4.8 million) would allow much better use of the $6.6 million alcohol anG. 
$8.9 million drug treatment program. 

Mr. FREY. We appreciate that. 
Let me ask you just a general question. This is maybe something 

a law enforcement man can answer but I would like to have your 
thoughts on it too. 

By the way, I went to the University of Michigan up there so I 
know a little bit about the area, but one of the problems of course, 
whether it is in Detroit or Michigan, whether it is on the border 
like in Florida where I am from, is that so much of the work that is 
done by the local police or by the county or by the State-that is 
really just hitting at the periphery of it-so much of i.t at least 
appears to be organized, I use it in the broad sense of the word
people involved in crime who are fairly well organized who go over 
not only county and State but international lines and that kind of 
thing, and I just really wonder with the money-and I am for it, 
because again I think you are at least doing something-I just 
wonder if maybe the answer in that area isn't an increased national 
effort. In other words, where are you going to get the most for your 
money out of the thing? If we keep putting a lot of it in the States it 
gets so diffused and every little city or county has their own drug 
thing, but they really cannot operate without the intelligence that 
is needed. What is your feeling on that? 

Dr. BUFE. It is a very astute observation about designing strate
gies to deal with that problem. I guess I would react this way. r 
think it takes a partnership to deal with the problem that is 
involved as this and r would agree that it is international, it is 
interstate, and it is intrastate. We even have some serious problems 
that are difficult to coordinate within our own State. 

r would like to suggest, and r feel very strongly about this, that 
we need all the parts. I guess my testimony points to the record of 
what our locals have done and r admit in the testimony that we 
haven't got to the target, the higher ups, but I would suggest 
fUrther to you that when a Federal agent comes in, or even a State 
agent comes in, it is usually that local enforcement agent who is in 
the best position to point out to these officials what the changes are 
in that community, who the actors are that are different from the 
ordinary. 

M:t: .. FREY. I suppose you have the same problem, some of which 
surfaced in our State, that the agent from out of town, the so-called 
expert, really doesn't want to tell them much, and we found this. 
We have a real problem with it of coordinating down the line. I 
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think it is a good point because I think all are needed, but I get very 
fr1.l,.strated because there doesn't seem to be any coordination of it, 
and even in the LEAA funding that goes into different areas, and I 
am not talking about your State-I am talking about mine-that 
goes into different areas, there is really no overall coordination of 
what you are getting. 

Dr. BUFE. Let us not give up though. 
Mr. FREY. No choice. 
Dr. BUFE. Yes, we have no choice. It is a very complicated 

problem of coordination, but in our State one of the most exciting 
things LEAA has done in the enforcement dimension of this prob
lem is to design, develop, multijurisdictional metro squads, and we 
have made that work. 

Now, if we can make locals work together, and there has always 
been that same kind of jealousy or whatever you want to call it-I 
don't even know that it is not healthy-we can have an impact 
upon the problem. The point is we have been able to b:reak those 
barriers or impact upon them, and I guess I am not ready to give 
up. It is not just the Fed not talk.ing to the State or local, but it is 
the local more often not talking to the State or Fed. 

I think we have demonstrated these barriers can be impacted and 
we cannot give up. We have to do more of it. 

Mr. FREY. I agree with you, and one last question. Can you just 
give us percentagewise what the increase in effort has been in the 
State in the total drug program over the last 2 or 3 years? How 
much have you increased the effort in it and what is it in real 
dollars, and what projections do you have for the future? 

Dr. BUFE. Yes, I can--
Mr. FREY. Can you ballpark that for us now? 
Dr. BUFE. I can ballpark it. I will try to. We probably since the 

beginning of the program have increased the commitment to drug 
abuse narcotics problems by probably fivefold. 

Mr. FREY. From what to what? 
Dr. BUFE. Well, I would have trouble with that. 
Mr. FREY. $10 million to $50 million, or in that range? 
Dr. BUFE. We have gone at least that much, yes. I can get more 

specific about that. 
Mr. FREY. I would be interested in that for the record, and also 

what plans you have in the future because I think it has just got to 
get higher in all our priorities and I say the Federal first, but I 
think that is across the board for the States and for the local 
communities. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Dr. BUFE. OK. 
[The information referred to follows:] 
In 1973-74, our OSAS distributed $12.5 million in community treatment funds. In 

1977-78 the projected expediture will be $17 million, a 36% increase. At this level, we 
are meeting the current demand for treatment services. 

Mr. RODINO. Thank you. 
Mr. NELLIS. One question. Dr. Bufe, thank you very much for 

being here and waiting this long. 
Dr. BUFE. It is my pleasure. 
Mr. NELLIS. Your figures do not show the same trend as the 

LEAA figures across the board, You had an increase from about $3 
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million in 1972 to about $22 million narcotics and alcohol abuse in 
1977. Is that a reflection in your judgment of the increased prob
lems involving drug abuse and alcohol abuse in the city of Detroit, 
or is that a reflection of the State's problem? 

Dr. BUFE. I think it is probably a combination of a lot of things. I 
would like to say that that, first of all, is part of it, but I think 
importantly if you go to the record, you will see that the commit
ment has been made really when this program got off the ground to 
attend to the problem and it has taken this period of time to build 
it. I guess we would like to continue that building and hope that we 
will receive the help of Congress to do that. 

Mr. NELLIS. Dr. Bufe, how much persuading have you had to do in 
order to run counter to the national trend? The national trend, as I 
pointed out much earlier, as the chairman pointed out as well, is 
completely in the other direction. Michigan must be one of the few 
States that has increased its contribution in dollars with respect to 
the drug abuse problem. 

Dr. BUFE. I don't really know how we compare with other States. 
We obviously are unique if the trend has been the other way. 

Mr. NELLIS. Did you do much more than just submit your State 
plans? Did you lobby? How did you effectuate such a result? 

Dr. BUFE. I think that it is the State action. The plan is some
thing that you use to shoot for and then we work from that through 
a lot of different mechanisms. We work with our legislators, we 
work with our communities, we work with the practitioners. There 
are any number of things we have done to bring highlight to this 
problem area. The State community obviously has picked up on the 
notion that it is a serious contributing factor to the crime problem 
and we now have their support. 

Mr. NELLIS. It is a high priority item in your State. 
Dr. BUFE. Yes. 
Mr. NELLIS. I wish more States felt that way about it. 
Dr. BUFFJ. I think I should point out in defense of other States 

that it is very difficult to put your hands on all the pieces that are 
indirectly drug supporting. For example, through LEAA we have 
put in about a $4 million lab program that has contributed to the 
ability of the law enforcement community to identify drugs and you 
can go on and on. Our career criminal program we are starting up 
is going to be targeted on drug offenders. There are any number of 
things I can point to. Our legislative review right now on sentencing 
is going to deal with the inequities in dealing with drug offenders. 

There are any number of things we cannot put a dollar sign on 
easily that go along with the effort that we are able to describe, and 
maybe other States haven't reported it that way. I don't know. 

Mr. NELLIS. Thank" you very much, Dr. Bufe. I appreciated your 
statement as well which I thought was very carefully drawn. 

Dr. BUFE. Thank you very much. It is my pleasure to be here. 
Mr. RODINO. 'l~hank you very much, Dr. Bufe. We appreciate your 

coming here, and we appreciate your testimony which I am sure is 
going to be very useful to the committee coming from a local 
source-from where the action is right now. Knowing that Detroit is 
unfortunately infested with this problem I think the information 
you have presented is going to be very beneficial to the committee. 
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[Dr. Bufe's prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. NOEL C. BUFE, ADMINISTRATOR, 
MICHIGAN OFFICE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS 

"The (\,Stht:ltcu 40,000 tu 50,000 junkies on ll':"tl"(lil 'n fltre~LR 
shoo~ up stuff f,o," )-:cxico. That's 111."", nos t (J-f .the city's 
heroin co:n08 [rom. The D2troit l'olic~ D"p~rtln~nt's C~ntra1 
Narcotics s(~c:tion dOt'a its best tIl curb h(>roin lrnCfic hUl'C, 
raiding drug houses, bustIng stt't:!ct pushcn:, occastonnlly 
crilddnt; i1 ring of loral r;uppli~rs. Dut PUdl of tht, s~ction 's 
Cf£ol·tn to s,top the retail s!ll(.·s of heroin j.n Detroit lans 
bean like balling out II bathtub I"ith a teaspooll." 
Peter G"v!lovich, Detroit Free Press, Sunday Maga7.ioc Section, 
January 2, 1977. ---.------

I. ,'nI<?.I'.!pb 1~1'l 

I'our months after the above article appeared. 240 men of federal, state, 

coullty aod local law enforcement agencies raided 17. hou~es and 9 bars, arresteu 

25 people and confiscated 6-1/2 pounds of heroin worth about $3 million. This 

followd an October 1976 raid in "lhich 29 Detroit area ",holesalers ware arrested 

anu 6.4 pounds of heroin Iwrth $3 million ware confiGcated. 

Apprehension ot large quantity heroin dealers involve·d in the }lexican 

connection rcfl~ct " concentration of feueral DEA commLtr.1cnt to the Detroit nreu. 

It is allegeu that Detroit is ona of the m,jor ccnt~t's for distribution ,,·Id Dale 

of browlI Hexicnn herohl. It is also believed that" slenHicant percent of 

D~troH's homicides are drue ralated. 

\~hat arc the dimensions of drug use and abuse in Hichi&an? A statel/Ide 

surveJ of 2,539 residents, ages 13 and over, was conducted in 1974 by the 

orUce of Substance Abuse Serv leas (OSAS). Projectin!: froln the self-repoJ"tin:; 

vi Lhh. t> •. Hill11c (whIch mny be uuoell:'latccl), some 28,000 Hlchit;tlO citlzens (./1%) 

useu cocaine in the previous 4 weeks; 17.000 (.27.) used herOin, nnd 5!IO,OOO 

(7.5%) used marijuana. Thare "ere 1,32 deaths in Michigan prim,lt'lly due to Ul:ug 

abuse (excluding alcohol). Nearly half (411%) or II proj<"cted 2111,000 of those 

who ha.d UGC'd drugs in the previous year reported one ot' m"rc prol)lcms as n 

r~su1t of tha usC'. OSAS estimated, as a result of its survey, that the sodal 

c,'st of dt'lI!; ,,"usn in Michiean in 1974 \ms $'.19 mi.llion, of "lIioh $8.6 million 

,<it,; (Or h('alLh resources, $26.6 million [01- crllllin"l jusLic<", $65.6 million in 

pruu,,\'( ivlly los~"s, $117.5 r.1111 ton in dl'ug all",;" PI'O[\""" n'sLs !\II<\ $2'11 ntH linn 

in property] o:w due to crime. 
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In Octolte~ 1976, Detroit liW,A em"~llcncy ""O~'!l r<'pt>rtl'd 1,388 drill) rt!la~~d 

cHents cplsodcs. Cl'isiR C(!ntcrs reported nnothcr 398, lind l\\odicnl Ul(ouinct's 12, 

for n totnl of 1,798; the figure for January 1977 Ims 1.'179. 

By wlt'llev('r "Ci1,nll'C - problell\s of h"nllh, sodal adj\lstmcpt, crtlne (It' cost, 

dru[: nbu"p is Q malter of considerable conCt'rn. "Drugs" hns belm the second 

""st oflell (hc1iind crIme) mentiolled com;,lunl~y prublNI in e:'lch of OCJP'" five· 

annual public opinion sllt"Veyn. "Drugs" a100 t'anked v(,ry hlgh £\S the believed 

caliSE' o[ C1:iUI£!, yet there 1.8 pessimism about "hat can be done to curb drug abuse, 

only 6% of th" 1977 survey respondents Vlentioncd d~'ug control a" a Hay to r<,ducc 

crLme (1,7% mentioned stricter penfl1dcs and tougher enf.orcement). 

IT. 1:.1).9.. Rcsp'"t"-'l. 

'rbe govc('nmcntal respons~ to substanp,e abusc has traditionally t.1ken t'10 

rou~"s - law enforcement on the one hand and therapeutic treatm"nt on tho other. 

The criminal justice system and LEAA aid have been significant in enforcement 

nnd supput'ttve as rogards treatment. 

A. ~~'!tt!!l 

It is difficult to cstimat" the number of uarcotics related offenses in 

}\ichignn. Unlike crimes for whIch evidence edsts in the form of damagell. loss 

or inju1:}" drug law Violations a"I! seldom l:norm unCil the moment an arrest: is 

r.tadc. Occasionally conlplaints or observations about et'ratit, hehavior 1~111 load 

to arrosts for l'Oss~sG:l.on anel US". but. by and 1a"lIe, l'e1:Gunal viulntiOl\5 oC 

con~rolled substance acts ar" undetected. Fat' instance, in 1976 there "et'e 

25,483 reportclt narcotics offensC$ and ~7.866 arrests for ntll:cotic Im~ violations. 

Technically, each of the 351,000 Michigan citizens estimated to hnva uGed illicit 

drug!! in 1971, lias committing a crime. 

The trend in arrest l'uttet'ns for controlled substance violations aro as 

follol~s: thero \1ore 20,',92 total arrests in 1971, 27,866 in 1976, a 36'; increase w· 

oVl!t' five years. 11m/ever, l~ithin that total, there 11(18 a 61% increase 1.n ntarijuann 

arr"cts, a 56% DECREASE in heroin/coNIine arrests, and a startling 111,% incrMs<' 

in art'colts for "othe!."" drug Violations (pIlls, synthetics, <'te.). llot"C'('n 1971 

antI 1976. hOllcver. arrests rase to !l pc"k in 1974 (29,909), They stabilize.} 

at " lo\~(lr 27,290 and 27,86(, In t;)O succeeding y<'111'S. Arrests of jU\'~\li1es 

rose 7.97. 0" thu b""tn of it 617. inC1:CaSll in m,wij\13'''1 <tn-csts and 627. d..,c,"Me 

in heroin nn~sts hur r"sts~"r~d !l 6,..5'<: de~("Q5r- in llrr£!sts [or abuse of otho( 

~Ill!m!~illll. 'l'h\IS, dudn!; a period in \1htch publlc acc(!ptnllcc of pc,c smokIng 
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hns incrcnsNI and nhhnrrence oC hel'o!n has risen, th" arr"nL trend for thuse 

rmhqtnncCls 1~ quit~ th<1 rcvc:rsc. 'l'he 2.8!tO nt:rl'\r,t:n [.01" 1I5'1.Li..n&. hCl·oin. jn 

Nlchignn in 1976 accounted fur but 102 of all narcotics 1m, oncsts. Add 969 

nrn'sts for ~~_~ of h(!roln nnd the total for h"roi ... arn·i.iLn io JIo:l. of the toLal. 

Af~;}l\1J bC!C'i\use of the nature of the 'J'ay. narr.ot !cs offcnsC!o become knotlll. ·/OZ of 

~lIch casc" arc cleared b)' arrest, compnrcu to 207. for all index cri"!es. 

n. 1!>.£!!.:J._I~.!!'!lll.t. 

Nearly every juriscliction of any sf?" in 1-llc.hiaan has ofticers spccin1i?lng 

in dru!: 1m, enforcel'lent. Some. are participants in region3.1 Narc Squads. FHtQen 

local or regional units have been funcled by the Office of CrimInal Justice Programs 

(OCJP) with LllAA ald. Of the (.levell ullitS for 1"hi.cl1 federal support has ended, 

all of them have continued to" effort in one form or another - not nll at the 

sat,!e level as afforded by the grant proJ,>cts. The total of federal funds put 

these local programs amounts to $2,700,000 thus far. There arc some notable 

examples or area-vide cooperation; \~e funded the Tri-County Netro Squad around 

Lanain[l. DRANO (Downriver Area Nocotics Organization) south of Detroit, and the 

Oakland County NE'r Project. A special Detroit area llni.t, to be called CANE, was 

operational:tzed inst!!ad as the Ad Hoc DE,\ Task Force lind involves experts 

nssi~ncd by the State Police and 10cII1 ngencies. The Task Force has had several 

notable successes. 

\-Ie are conducting an evalulltiOll of four local units we are no., funding. 

Tho full results arc not yet available. Ho«ever, l1e have preliminary findings 

from three of tile four. They shol' arrests in 75% of the cases boing investi

gated. Of the drugs confiscated in those arrests, tIm-thirds Ims marijuana, 

23% heroill, lind 12:1. other (chemicals, pills). Those arrested \lere 32% dealers, 

32% \IGcro nnd 2n street pushers. Only 8% \,,,,re distributors, importers or 

manufactur"rs. III111a thase are incomplete data, they suggest that the problem 

of bustin's the tlrug trade "higher-ups" remains as difficult as anticipated. 

The State has also fadernlly funtled a numb"r of organized crime units 

"h10h on ocoaa:!,on uncover evidence of <\1:ug traffic. Organ:tzcd crinle units, 

hmJuvcr, are IIsual1y found in communities Idth drug squads, and thus do not 

IlClnemlly pursue drug investigationS themse1v~s. 
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I.BAA funds \7~rC used to cupport OVN' $120,000 for two loc:'Ill drug nnalysis 

Jnbn, Generally, hOI/ever, IW havll discouraged tho prolUt'ration of local Isbn 

I"hile hmlVily supporting II nt'cI1ork of state forensic laboratories. 

c, fu:.'lt...u.~nI.2.rS..'!.!'!.ill 

The Hicldg"" State Police' is the principal stale agoncy for druB la., 
cnrorcem~nt nnd analysis of confiscated 'rnlltorlals. l'he State Police ulaintains 

. n t!arcotIcs Uni t vUh b(l9('o in Dc'troit an" I.ansine. 'rhny pll:rti~ipnte in cas!.'s 

with tht' DEA Tasle Force .In Detroit. In 1976, they ,'ere i.nvolved in 1,216 caseD 

"nJ made 2,006 arrests, confiscating $12,353,000 1n controlled Dubstances. State 

narcotics officel:s have participated ill a larg" nlllObcr of cases along vith federal 

and local offic('.rs. The State Police Narcotics UnH V/IS in being befol:e the 

I.EAA progrm\ and hilS, thus, never been n grant applicant. 

A State Folice operated Turn-In-Pushers (TIP) SlIl.\td system al~arded ~397 ,000 

to informants in 1975. Based on' 3,162 cIIlls, there wcr.e 1,067 atrest!! and 

s!.'l.zure of dJ:'1l811 .,~rth $3.5 million on the street. 

Drug anal.ysis work in Hich1glln is dona mainly by an emergency nat"ork of 

hl&bly sophistIcated forensic labs run by the State Police v;lth Health Dc.part

L~ent participation. This lab· system expunsion "as made possihle by $3,986,000 

in I.F.AA-OCJP funds. The botanicals and lIarcotic drug sections of tbe labs made 

17,912 identificatIons in 1976, compared to 20,131 in 1974 and 18,028 ill 1975. 

Ill. 1!~<ml 

Nichicon lI11s among ~he first otatco to O$tablish II state coordinating agency 

for the treatment of drug nbuoc prob1~ul!J. The Office of Substance Abuse Services 

(OSA5) 11M estnblished Idth LElIA grant money. We provid~d $226,000 e.ar1y in 

its exintelloe of which $75,000 ",;IS for a study of Victimless Cdm~. That agency 

hnd II $20 million huduet for FY 1976, 1II0re than total OCJP budcet for the "'''me 

l'~r!o<1. Very early in Mi.chicon it lias deCided that crimInal justice fllnds "ould 

not be tho major source for treatment services. In 1970, <Ie fllllded a I~IIyna 
C(lunty cducation project. lie also halped s~art Uv" COU\\ty-"idc pilot comprehen

sive prograTlI:l w1th a total of eieht projects. (Gcllosec, Ingh"", ~rfjcomb, WaohtcMl1 

nl1<1 I,·oyne). 11"'"e proj octs Iwd to 110 cleared ,11th OSAS and their 10cn1 comnltmity 

Nelltal 1I"n1th 1I0nrds b~fore we "ould "pl'rc,v~ them. Th" fedel:al dullara "a awarded 

totnled $2.5 miUlol\. In the proJect. .. 11e funded, it wa" foutld that the o"l:I11or 

proJ~cts using full cOl1lnlllnity raBOUl'c"r. including volunte"cfJ nod job pl.nc"ljCnt, 

\·;!'H'1.t'd ltluch·b,,"'ll;cH: than lnrg(\\.' lr:tp<.'rF:on:tl lu;uj(!ctG mdnr. jUHt th('i1" \1\111\ rC'flO\n.·C(!S 

nnd I'l·(,fusni(ll\(ll storr. AR other rcsollr.rcs OCCHIno 'IVvilllbI", OCJl' w1thdr~w feom 
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such nctivity, partly because of our 0'10 emerging policy nut to fund private 

"g~nd('s tllrectly. OSAS provi,1es about $7 million annually to 25 local ag~ncieG 

fen' <hug abuH(' treatment and $5 million for alcohol nbus" treatment. 

OCJP "an also instrumentAl in developin~ dru£ :reatment for offend~rs, By 

funding a $111,000 hcaH~. services study for the Corrections Dernrtment •. '''' 

help<ld start a massive upgrading of hCIIlth screening and trentm,mt. includinll 

druB abuse counseling. By screening, it has been determined that one-third 

of the inra.:ltec entering prison had pc:n.tcn:nn of sustnlncd illicit dru3 usc ot" 

addiction. All correctional facilities have chaptol's of Alcoholics Anonymous 

Bnd Nal·cotics Anonymous. 

He have also awarded over $4million in LEAA funds for 26 jail rehabilitation 

programs, seven of IIhich are still active. To the best of our knolliedge, evc,y 

one of them has a drug abuse component. Thc jail drug abuse services ", ... ;:y Iddely 

from individunl therapy to group therAPY to educat;f.on and counseling. Huch 

depends on the size of the community and avail able resources. A quick scan of 

data indicates that tIm-thirds of jail inmates are recommended for either drug 

or alcohol treatment and 20% had been using, within 30 days prior to beina 

jailed, a community substance abuse services. Drug related charges rank third 

among oharges leading tojail conunitment, behind burglnry and larceny. 

A. TASe - (Treatment Alternatlves to Street CrIme) 

A significant recent LEAA activity regarding drug treatment is Detroit's 

TASe project, a federal discretionary grant. TASC is an adjunct to a series 

of state LEAA funded projects in lIayne County. The first supported the 

Recorder's Court Drug Program in 1971, led to reimbursing clinics for court 

referred clients in 1972 and later allol<ed the hiring of 24 probation officers 

specializing in drug cOllnselinp, and ref<lrral. A Screening Board was added which 

"as to review addIcts before sentencing and make disposition recommendations in 

3,600 cases since 1972. "fhe 'I'ASC grant allo.,ed the addition of uri.1e sa,"ple 

monitoring and tracking for probnClonars,' those requesting releasp. on bo'rid~ 

and defendants appeadng for sentence, requesting divorsion, or suspected of 

drUB usc. Accordinll to TASC data, recidIvism among drug nddice" i'rior to these 

pror,rams was 32%. The rate for those probationed since the programs started 

:is In. ~'lIndct1 [0'1' tllO )~e!lrs 'lith $U/"OOO and ·$371,000 in federal gr,lI1ts, 

the' project is ht,lng extended for six .nonths Idth $30,000 each from ll"troit's 
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Part C allocation lind WlIyne County, I<hile permanent county and OSAS support is 

heine sought. A reduced phase In application for 'rASC has be>en approved. rh" 
contInuation lit a rate of $120,000 per year l1ill insure that two employees in 

ltecortler's Cottrt wil~ -refer clients for substance nuunc service anCl tlmt tht'ce 

employe-es in the "dyne County 5uhstance'Abll~c! program will track these 'cl:).e~ts, 
lie have also funded a wide variety of police, prosecution and court diversion 

projects which share TASC's goal of treatment alternatives to adjudicatIon of 

drug abusing offende"s. 

Conclusion: 

I believe the material presented here tells a story of effective Btate 

planning and local progt'runs, using federal aid, to impact the drug problem. 

OCJP has put over $' ,3 million into drug ilwp.stigation and treatment progt'ams, 

I~e invested another $4 million in jail rehab projects with drug abuse componento, 

LEAA has put another $800,000 into TASe in Detroit. 

If we assess the harm and loss caused by drugs, the expenditures arc 

worthwhile and should continue. Some view the drug problem as being as 

insoluble as alcohol use, gambling, 0, prostitution, and doubt that we should 

continue with our admittedly imperfect enforcement efforts. I am persuaded 

that illicit drugs are diminishing the quality of life for many and causing 

serious financial loss. 

We will continue fundil1g local projects for narcoti,cs investigation as 

long as they are within local priorities and meet our operational guidelines. 

There are still three SMSA's which have not had grants for drug enforcement 

units. But it should be noted that all of the OCJl' funded programs have com

pleted their grant funding periocl and,are coatinued with local fund£!: I w111 

.<o,,!: closely at any future requests to determine if they are more likely to gr 

ar:er street pushers or those in higher echelons; it is ,the latter thnt I "m 

nlost concerned about, I will Hark more closely wIth oSAS to aSS\lre proper. 

attention to nubstance abuse trC'atmont in diversion lind carl"cctionnl pt'ojccts, 

particularly those for juveniles. I 1'li11 look for attention to ~he problems 

of synthetic chemicnl drugs, the fastest. grolling pitrt of the drug subcllltllre. 

t~c n!ut-;t nlso secl,:: to hetter educate people tm.,aru 1('s8 nbuse of controlled 

subst::tnccs - l/hnther alcohol, pot, heroIn. So, \"hethct'" we support cJlfo,c('m~nt, 

trC'atmcnt, or cducntion progrnn1S, filtnrpcned by ,."hat evaluation has tnugltt us, 1.EAA 

l\"l'pt'II't uU1 he vlt:>l. 
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'lhis lends to my most: urgent rC'comr:.clldatlon. If this Congr(~ss adopts 1 ts 

curr.ently r~commenc1cd level of funding t 1978 funda for 1.EM purposes 'fIJl be 

?Sr. below the 1976 level nnd 20::C lo"er thon 1977. There hnn been much rUh1bUng 

to the C'ff('ct t1:a~, since crime has not (}isnppt":n.rcd, \.Ie should. terrnin:ltc Icdcrnl 

cdmc. contt'Ql nssistanr.c. If so, \-7e sho..;.ld n1so rC!cor,nizc tlmt ,·1e have not 

t'li:~dnntcd pov,crty, .uncmploYlnent or acci\lC'nts. Do~s that mC!lIn He should 'stap 

p-rovlding federal l-Jelfare, unemployment or traffic safety assistanco? He need 

fNkrnl LEAA aid to support promising CO;\ccpts demonstrated Over thE' pn:::ot eight. 

years. And it must be noted that reported erina did go down in 1976. Our State 

Cor.uniosion on Criminlll Justice hRS gona on record vith tHO resolutions urging 

adequate funding for the LllM programs. In fact, 11 of 19 1l1chi8a" Congressmen 

supported the lIo1tzm::m amendment to restore. proposed cuts. I urge you to 

support funding of the 1976 level ($809.6 million) if you really "ish to co"tinue 

the sa ins \<1C have madr,;. Drug investigation is. just one of many areaa that will 

suffer if the. cuts are approved. It must also be noted that the Crime Control 

Act of 1976 added substantially more reqUirements for offices like OCJP. lIore 

and reate of our time, money llnd effort goes to preparing reports and filling 

out questionnaires. This seriously impacts our performance of our basic m1.ssion. 

In trying to disrupt the drug delivery chain uhieh endo in lIiehis.n. maybe 

we are just trying to bailout the bathtub l'1ith u tcaspoon~ Yet, there have 

been Significant recent successes in the Detroit areD.. Perhaps lie hm·e not 

yet dono enough to determine if the enforcement model can work. ,If the DEA. 

'l1a.sk FOTce idea cont1.nues to work well in Nichigan, perhaps even more federal 

support for DEA is in order. 1 assure you, if LllM support disappears. it "ill 

1-e infinitely more difficult for state~ county and city cooperative efforts to 

~evelop in the parts of !-lichig.n not yet fully organized fat drug enforcement. 

'lllank you for this opportunity to share wH .. 11 dds important commlttea the 

Hichignn view of how \-Je have responded, and might better respond. to the crime 

and druC problems so prevalent herl' and nc1;'OSS the. Nation. 
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Gov. William G. Hilliken Thurs~ay urged Congress to restore the $200 million cut out 

of the LEM Budget by its AVPl"opriations Committee. Noting thnt chis would mean a ~oss of 

$5 'Iillion to Michigan's state and local criminal justice agencies, Milliken said: 

"It is. essential that the Congress mdntain its com.lIitnlent to fighting crime. State and 

local costs arc i.ncreasing steadily and this is no time fo't Congress to -xeduce feoel'al 

assistnnce.l't 

Fol1o'V1ing is the text of the message conveyed to Hichignn t s CongrcRsional delegation: 

}"or eight years Hichigan ha~ been engaged in a comprehensive upgrading and mod"roizing 

of our criminal justice system. Much of tile imvetus was provided by LEM funds. 

In law enforcement, the list of activIties includes crime pt'cvention programs, special 

investigation unitsJ and a statewide corrununicntions system. Further, LEAA funds maue 

widespread improvements in CQurt administration possible.. Innovations in the field of 

eorrc.eticns inclUde intensive p-robation, community correctional -centers, p'tison de-

cent,albation and Office of Jail Services. A wid" range of juvenile justicQ nnd dclinquen~: 

prevention reIol:l!1s have al$o b~en started& 

House action is pending which would reduce LEM appropriations by 28 percent--from 

$704 million requested by tile Administration. Such nction would severely muzzle Nichignn's 

programs as it would mean " c.ut of over $5 million. 

Congresswoman Elizabeth Holtzman Yilt intt'oduc::e an amendment when the issue comes to 

the Ilouse floor which will restore the ap.,ropriacions ;'t least to the original figure. 

I urge your full support of the Holtz"an ~mendQlent as 1 scranglY feel that the LF.AA progr~' 

has an important place in Hichigan's criminal justi.CQ efforts. 

o If 0 
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STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 
PCJ!,T OffiCI rl~x 3CJI1i'h. lAtj·,lt~f •. ':I~ !II'.MI "~~j:';'1 

GrllAlO H Millfa, Curl-,f,,, 

April 13, 1977 

For eigh.t years, We have been engaged in the most comprehensi.ve upgrading, 
refort! and modernization in the history of criminal justice. Huch of th" 
iClpetus was provided by OCJP-LEM grants. In law enforcement, the list of 
activity runs from crime. prevention programs to special investIgative unie,; 
to a statewide communications system. In prosecution, we have encouraged 
diversion of selected cases from courts to treatment modes, encouragell 
career crilnina"1 priority prosecution, and started th"e. Prosecutors Hanage
ment Informatio., System (PRO}lIS). We initiated the State Appellate Defen
der program. Th.- federal. funds made possible widClspread improvem2nts in 
court administration. Correctional innovati.ons include intensive probation, 
comr.tunity correctional. centers, prison decentralization, 'and Office ,)r Jail 
Services. A wide range of juvenile justice and delinquency prevention 
reforms were begut1. These are only a few of the many programs we helped 
you plan and implement •. 

Congress appears in the mood to begin dismantling the I.EM mechanism. The 
cognizant Sub-Co~~ittee on Appropriations has~r~commended a $200 million 
cut (dolo.-u 28% from Carter's $704 million proposal). This. follOl's a 77. 
reduction for 1977 and amounts to a 38% two year reduction. 'Chis trend 
.has. and will, seriously cripple our eHor.ts to help you Inoderni?e ane! 
impro·/e. the vitai "services you )lerform. Criticisms of the program, 
rdatively mild last year (election year), nre louc\ and clear this Yl'ar. 
The Cornmission on Critni.nal Justice sent the uttal!hed Resolution to Cottl!.rc,;s 
in JaJlunry; its Executive Committee has direct,,,1 me to sC!"d u copy to you. 
WI;! :11:-,u twk your cooperation in conveying a HCiU";C of the value. o[ our 
fJTogrnmH U, t.},a C('J)lgL"CBH. 
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The voi~c \·,'hich WHy (.~ot\vlnc(l Gongrc':~; 1s your votcC'. T m;.k YOll tn think 
"bout ,the 1I1ilny I'roJl'ct" wll1"h 1m"" hClll·[ill,·cl you, r~owHittl(·IlI". '1'1,,· 
cnc Los(!d Atll\U .. ll l~c.:-pur l "d 1.1 rt.~(r(.\uh your meIlHH"Y tl~ LO O\It:' i.flIP;H~t. 1 ( YOll 
:t~jl·c(.,\·t:h.:tt the Crllnc CnlltTl) 1 Iwl nn" iLH ftlw.lil1f; an: V;JlllabLr', ult·;I~~t.· 
l"(lllVOY this to N i l:hip,illl' s Cnogr(>!l:-1t11l.!n u"d/or 1,I,oli;heni of t \If~ .11)(11 (" 01(1 

and '\l'l'rol'rinti<1ltH (;(llllllll.tl:t·l·,i (1 istH atlllcht·d). 

In my c.!ollsj.(l(~rcd opinion, only "nrass roots" interests can save thiH 
pi.Ullt.!cril1ll block Hrant and p J unn1.l1g program fruln gradile 1; p'C!rh:lpH in:-:',aul,J 
extinction. Anything you CUll do to lielp \-lUI hI! npprt:r:iot!'tt. 1'1l" r:o:,,,,nni
cations you 111ighl gcn~ralc 'Y'uuld be \1Se:f\ll to mn nt., p'tl C1.se; s'!l1(1 i!l r: CCl1.ti$5 .. 

r,CB:lljV 

Enclosure 

Sinct.!raJy, 

.' I 
." ~"." ..... A •• ~.·." •• ~ 

Noel C. Bllf e 
A<il11inist.t:ator 
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L\!gcll Aid & DCrt)nt.lcf A$$OCliltion 

of HichiS"" 

Jam.!" L. Shonk" 1\ e r 
Ptosecuting Attorney's Association 

of Hichigan 

Be th Arnolli ts 
Juv~nil~ JU$ticc Coalition 
c/o Iii ch i gil" Counc i I on Cr iln" 

an" Dc I inquency 

Jim Split 
Michigan Jail RehabilitaLion 

Services As~o_;ytion 

!-Ianna ',//1 ie 
T.E.~.H. for Justice 

C~arles Mitchner, Director 
Greater Lansing Urbilo Leilgue, Inc. 

I-li lliam V. Etchison, Treasurer 
/1ichigan Association of Probate 

Servic'!s 

Joh". R. plants 
Autonobile Club of Michigan 

Jack Foster 
Michiguil ~hcriff'~ 1\5S0ciDtioll 

Herb YaF>.onichi 
gic..hi3tlO League for Hwuun Services 

C)-·.a r i es Y.ehoe 
H:chigan Association of Juvenile 

C~urt Administrator, 

Carl Lbtona, fxecut ive Di etor of 
Highfields Inc. 

Mic.taiIJ(..I(J rcdcnJlion of PriV£ltc 
Ctl i I d ,lI,d F""li I Y Agl!ne i es 

thurlc', L. Lint.l":tlram, Prc~idclIl 
HicfliU.:Jfl 1\~~ocilJlitm of 

Chiur~ of Pol icc 

Jllll W. Ih:\·lII\\ln, Pru~jdcnt 
Pro~,·(.ul illn I\ltorlll,.~y~ A!'a'iociilt ion 

or /-Ilchlgan 
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Onvid Sl()rr~. flfC~id~lll 

Juvcni Ie Ju!>-t iCl" J\,:.u~i«ti()n 

Murlys Schutjur, President 
iii eh i 9an A,social ion ror 

Edueatio,wl Oplions 

Wi 11 jam Szafllrczyk, Prc~;jdcnt. 
J1ichigufl COillition of HU"uWilY 

Scrvicc~ 

Iionorol> Ie Fred J. [l"r~" .. " d 
Prcsidcllt 
MichifFUl Judge'" Ao;~[)ciiltilln 

Jilek Pntritln:.hc 
111 ell I g,1n Hun i ci p,,j l<-,'guc 

A. Surry BcGui r<> 
Michigan Associnlion of Counli", 

Robert R. Robinson 
Michlg,!n TO\.nships Associati(ln 

/-Ii chae I Frank 
State Oar of Michigan 

Dona I d S,.i tzer k Di.rc.ctor 
Newaygo Coun ty 'yauU, SC.C.ltLcc.S. 

Uurcnu 

Uruce F, 1\0"lCf 

City /-Iana!!"r 
11khig1Jn HlInicipal lc,)(ltlC 

Benjamin Schrader 
111 eh i9"n Associ alion of COllnt j(" 

/-lichigan RPU & LPU Directors 

IInne Nolan - R"9ion 1 
r,'clnk Kruzku - Rcgi4..'lO l 
C, /luke lIynek - Ilc-g i on 3 
Uelh ~/"ller - Region II 
EUHcnc Un ldh'ill - Rcuh'n 5 
\.1111 i ilIli \lalll - Regiun 6 
Rob" I't Tllome - II.!!I i un 7 
M.Jrvin 7.\>licn. - Re~i on 8 
Rulph r:"kuri .. Regiuc, 9 
Suc LUl)lIrc!llm - RC!liull 10 
Gcornc G ... lrdl1cr - Rugion 11 
11 i chat! I U"Lc'cuI ... R"" i 1m 1 Z 
Pint) Duucette - fll"Hion 13 
\." land SOlllCr, - /lcllion PI 
Al rred HOlIl\lO""'"Y : I.I'U 21/22 
fl. J. IIII"de" - ll'U ~3 
Huh., "l II y\lv i ell - LI'li ;'/, 
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Stcl:n (.f I ..... ' •• 1', 

COff'!1I1 .,~,f·H, lift Cr·';," • .' 1u: ~I·.( 

l.e.':I.; ~. !. f~".: !" J 

L(tIl!>III~l t.~I •. h';I ~'l ·!:'~.I:t 

January 2~, 1977 

STATEHEIlT DIRECTED TO THE COflGRESS Of' THE mliTED STATES 
FROfl 

MICHIGAIl COIIHISSIO:I 011 CRIHINAL JUSTICE 

This Commission, at its January II, r~gular meeting. authorIzed Its 
Chairman to -:onvey to the Congress and the new Administration Its 
continuing concern about charges thnt the LEM progralll has been a 
faIlure and should be terminated. It ~oncerns us that, after full 
revle>1 and extensIon by Congress of the Crime Control Act-in 1976, 
crItics continue to dog the program. Referring to specific concerns, 
Michigan has not squandered LEAA funds on police arsenals, has not ig
nored community crime prevantion and hils not short changed judicial 
funding or Juvenile projects. 

CommunIty crime prevention has received an average of 10% of avaIlable 
action funds, rising from 3:(; to 20% over the years of the program. 
The adjudication areu, which accounted for 12% of total direct state 
level crlminul justice uppropriations In 1977, received 16% of avail
able 1976 federal ald. Equipment has constituted only 18% of grants 
al~arded, and of the $25.5 million for equipment sInce 1969, $15.6 mll-
1100, or 61%, 'las for vitally needed communications systems under a 
comprehensive state communications plan. Juvenile project grants, m~n
dated by Congress to be at least 19.15% of action grants (exclusive or 
the Juvenile Justice and Delin~uency Prevention Act specIal grant fund) 
accounted for 25.7% of our Fiscal 1976 al~ards. 

~/hile reported Index crime has not declined steadily through the years 
of the LEAA aid program, specific target crimes have been reduced in 
certain areas and strong credit has been given to-QUr grant projects. 
In fact, overall crime In Michigan appears to have been lower in 1976 
than 1975 (the first reduction since 1973). . 

He note that permanent solutions have not been found to inflation, un
employment, or urban decay. Yet, most agree that efforts to contain all 
of these problems must continue unabated. Therefore, rather than dwell 

'on the fact that crime has not disappeured, I"a urge undImInished, "nd 
perhaps sharpened and focused, attention to efforts I.e I I unden.ay. 

Flnillly, I~e urge consIderation of accomplishments In improving JustIce 
and Increasing effIciency as I~ell as in reducIng crime. WhIle LEM aId 
accounts for but 1,% of crimInal justice spending in America, It has been 
the catalyst for the most dramatic modernization and sophistication of 
criminal justice in all our history. We conclude that continued bUilding 
Is the only responsible course for this important and valuable Inter
governmanta I program. 

Signed 

Noel C. Dufe, Chairman 
as authorized by the CO""lisslon 
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Stale of M,chig"n 
Commission on Criminai Justice 

Lewis Cuss £]uildlng 
Lansing, M,chigan ~8913 

Commission Action: 5770-1 

INCREASE LEAA 'FUNDING 

Adopted: ~71.i I/o 

That the COll'missior. adopt a resolution supporting the continuation 
of LEAA and increasing the funding level. 

TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES: 

Thp. Nichigan Commission on Criminal Justice <It itls meeting on 
May 21, 1976, unanimously voted to call to the attention of 
Congress a great disservice to the nation's war on crime per
p~trated by the Associated Press and a group called the Center 
for liational Security Studies. 

On May 10, 1976, a story was carried over the AP wi re alleging 
that the "Center" had issued a "Report" highly critical of LEflA 
and urging its abolition by not extending the Crime Control Act 

, of 1973. 

'It ~IaS determined that no printed "Report" ~Ias ever available 
for review or rebuttal. Yet the story ~Ias given top coverage 
nationl;ide, He ask Congress to consiQer carefullY both the 
source and con tent of the alleged "Report". 

We Vigorously dissent from the conclusions ascribed tel this "Report" 
as well as the MITRE Report done for LEAA. ·The LEAA program is not 
a failure. Great percentages of available fu'nds have !!?J:.. been -
devoted to pollce equipment, The High Crime· Impact Program I;as not 
a fal lure Just because crill'e did not decl ine in the affected cit"ieS. 
Only simplistic minds believe that crime can be automatically re
duced by federaj old which Is but one-wentit!th of all criminal 
justice spending. Further, there is no aSsurance that criminal 
justice systems alone can reduce crime in the face of powerful 
social and economic trends to the contrary. 

Given these qualifications, We believe that mllch progress hus been 
mDde in Michigan under the aegis of LEAA Dssistance. Proccss~s have 
Improved, comprehensive pl~nnin9 has be~n improved, and promising 
crime reduction project Identified in the areas of crime preVention 
progr<lms, special Investigative units, court speed-up, intensive 
probltion and parole efforts, and a carc,er criminal focus. We could 
not condone the premature and Dbrupt ending of these innovatluns by 
ellolling the Crime Control Act to expire. 



I" 
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Commission Action: 5/76~1 
Adopted: 5/21/76 
Puge 2 

It is the unanimolls feeling of this Commission that Congress be 
urged to extend' the LEAA <luthorlzatlon <lnd funding be authorized 
and appropriated at the level of 1975 ($905 mi I I ion) or higher. 
I-Ie fee I ~Ie have mad« 9 rea t s t rides s I nc;e 1969 and \1e 1'liIn t to 
carry to fruItion our plans and 0001$ for a m~dern and more 
equitable criminal. Jus.ttce systom in " safer soci ... ty. 



DRUG TREATHE'IIT $3,1110.000 

Octroi t $195,758 
TAse 1,20,000/350,000/30,000 
'ngh~M County 104,71~ 
Haco",~ 28,0'12 
Il3shtcno',-1 County Methodone 64,850 
\!oync COllf,t)' 201,263/1,200,000/300,000 
DefioCo 200, 48.7/111~, 572 

II/FORIIATION ArID EDUCATIOIl $151,900 

Gr,nd r.-:pids Reg. Ilarc School 7,587 
Highland Park Comm. Drug A. Ed. 2/,,655 
Oakland County 17,556 
Saglno,-! Norc Info. 2,000 
I!ayne 100, oon 

ORUG LABS $120,000 

Berrien County Drug Ident. Lab 29,300/12,684 
Crallford III ,370/36,838 

-
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IIARC UIIITS $2,616,000 

Berrien County Drug Enforcement Unit 78,273/ 
32,21;0/15,256 

Cass County Drug Enf. Unit 67,306/40,227 
Detroit - Narc Intel1 101,913 
East Lonsing 42,515/15,292 
Kalamazoo County 90,820/49,040/46,644 
OovlIlrlver Nore 157,212/119,677/34,/,4/, 
MUskegon 49,738/28,763 
Pont lac 29,617/1,523 
Saglno", Co. Netro Narc 127,719/119,207 
Ilayn. County 135,261'/149,517/122,589 
Lapeer 77,189/1,4,65',/69,351 
Jackson City 141,861'/138,035/1'5.598 
Oakland 32,876/29,028 
Tuscola 122,345/1'12, 1~6 
Macomb Coun ty 91,820/65,906/31,576 
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DRUG OFFEUSE ARRESTS, M' CH I r,;.N 1970-76 

% % 

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 
Chong" Chang" 

1976 75-6 71-6 

TOTAL A~RESTS 11, 791, 20,492 22,563 28,274 29,.909 21,290 27,866 • ·+2.1 +36.0 

Nar IJ uono 6,273 9,687 11 ,290 16,785 18,563 16,523 15,617 (-5.5) +61.2 

HeroIn/Coca' n~ ;>;,924 6,857 7,097 6,870 7,119 5,620 3J SQ9 '>67.8 (-55.5) 
r Other 2,597 3,9lt8 4,176 1,,619 1,,227 5,11'7 8,1,40 +64.0 tIl3.!) 

J LIven 11 as TOTAL 1,815 3,134 1,,009 5.087 $,024 3,795 3,383 HO.9) + 7.9 

liar \juana 862 1.591 2.117 3,3
'
,5 3,570 2180~ 2,557 (-8.9) +60.7 

Hero I n/Coc<I i no. 462 528 746 746 577 517 330 (-63.8) (-62., 

Other 491 1,015 1,146 996 877 470 496 +5·5 (-',8.:) 

Adul ts TOTAL 13,77', 17.358 18.554 23.187 24,885 23.495 21'.058 +2.4 +38. 

Marijuana 5.411 8,096 9,173 13,440 14.981 13,710 12.763 (-6.9) +57. 

Hero I nlCoca I ne 7,873 6,329 6,351 6,124 6,541 5,103 3.472 (-32.0) (-54 .... 

Other 2.106 2,933 3.030 3.623 3.350 4.677 7.823 '+67.3 +166.7 
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Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, and the committee hearing is 
adjourned. 

[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the committee adjourned.] 

o 
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